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Abstract

This thesis describes the evaluation of using an inertial measurement unit (IMU) device to measure 

the movement of the abdomen with the aim to detect different breathing activities and to demon

strate the feasibility to use this technique for automatic control of Functional Electrical Stimulation 

of Abdominal Muscles (FESAM). People with high-level spinal cord injury (SCI) have difficulties 

on voluntary breathings, as well as forced respiration, such as cough. The method of FESAM can 

improve respiratory function.

Respiratory activity can be obtained directly by measuring the airflow at the mouth and nose, using 

a face mask comiected to a spirometer. While this approach is suitable in a laboratoiy enviromnent, 

the face mask is inconvenient for long-term, every day use. An alternative way to detect respiratoiy 

activity is to measure the movement of the abdomen, which is less intrusive and more comfortable. 

Plethysmography is typically used to measure such movement in sleep studies. In this work, the 

suitability of an IMU sensor device attached to the abdomen is investigated.

Experiments were conducted with 5 neurologically intact subjects with both an IMU and spirometer 

device. Signals recorded from both sensors during different breathing tasks such as quiet breathing, 

cough, deep breathing and talking are compared. The phase-shifts between the signals from the two 

sensors are analysed and found to be within i l s .  Analysis of the magnitude of the IMU signals and 

their power spectrum confirm that it is possible to represent different breathing activities with these 

sensors.

A control system which can detect breathing activity in real-time, and controls a stimulator to 

generate appropriate electrical stimulations to the abdominal muscles, is also presented in this thesis. 

A multi-characteristic-analysis algorithm has been developed. This enhanced control system can 

analyse multiple characteristics of the breathing signal in real-time, and uses a flowchart structure 

to detect breathing activities. The results are used to control the stimulator which delivers suitable 

electrical stimulations during quiet breathing and coughing.

A graphical user interface (GUI) was implemented to interface with the sensor system, control 

system and stimulator system. This GUI was designed to graphically control the parameters of the 

entire system, and to show the system results visually. By using the GUI, the entire control system 

is more accessible to non-technical people. In addition, the control of the three systems becomes 

easier and is simplified. The possibility to save and load profiles for different patients also makes the 

configuration of the system more convenient.
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Thesis Outline

Chapter 1 This chapter introduces the physiological and technical background of this study. The 

necessary background in respiratory physiology, such as respiratory mechanics and muscles is intro

duced first. Spinal cord injury and its effect on the respiratory system are described as the motivation 

for this study. Methods to assist the respiratory fimction in tetraplegia are then reviewed. In particular, 

the method of functional electrical stimulation of abdominal muscle (FESAM) is described, including 

its principles and characteristics. Open issues of the automatic control system for functional electri

cal stimulation of abdominal muscle are identified at the end of this chapter, leading to the following 

chapters.

Chapter 2 The experiments with an inertial measurement unit (IMU) sensor and a spirometer sensor 

as reference in the automatic control system for FESAM are described in this chapter. Spirometer 

and IMU devices are reviewed first. By analysing the IMU signals and comparing them with the 

spirometer signals as reference, the possibility to use an IMU sensor to detect breathing signals is 

demonstrated. Five neurologically intact subjects were involved hi experiments with a spirometer 

and IMU device to record respiratory activities. Signal characteristics such as the amplitudes and the 

phase-shift between the signals from the IMU and the spirometer are analysed. The results confirm 

that the IMU sensor system has the potential to detect respiratory activities. Issues with the IMU 

system in the experiments as well as further work are also discussed.

Chapter 3 This chapter discusses the algorithm of the automatic FESAM control system that de

tects respiratory activity and generates stimulation triggers for quiet breathing and coughing patterns. 

The basic structure of the system and its implementation in the Simulinlc environment are introduced. 

Analysis of the signal characteristics from different breathing patterns is discussed as background of 

the multi-characteristic control system which detects the different breathing patterns of quiet breath

ing, cough and others such as speaking.

Chapter 4 The stimulator which delivers the electrical stimulation Is introduced in this chapter first. 

A user graphical interface is used to interface with the sensor system, control system and stimulator 

system. Through this interface, the parameters of the three systems can be set graphically. The results 

of the control system as well as the electrical stimulation can also be shown by the graphical viewer 

of the interface.

Ill



Chapter 5 A summary and further discussions about the entire automatic FESAM system, including 

the sensor system, control system and stimulator system, is presented in this chapter.

Chapter 6 This chapter summarises the contributions of this study, which include conducting the 

sensor experiment, developing the multi-characteristic control system and a graphical user interface 

for the control of the entire system, and draws conclusions. Further work for future development of 

the system is also discussed in this chapter.

IV



Contributions

• Experiments with both the inertial measurement unit and a spirometer were carried out to eval

uate the inertial measiuement unit sensor system. Statistical analysis on the phase-shift and 

value difference between signals from the two sensor were carried out.

• The multi-characteristic-analysis algorithm to detect different breathing patterns (quiet breath

ing, cough, speaking) online was developed. Multiple characteristics of the breathing signal 

can be integrated in a flowchart structure to detect breathing activities in real-time.

• A graphical user interface was created to integrate the sensor system, control system and stim

ulator system into a control panel. All the system parameters can be set in the panel. System 

results can also be shown on the panel of the interface.
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1. H. Gollee, W. Chen. Real-time measurement of respiratory activity using an inertial measure

ment unit. In Proc. 29th IEEE EMBS Annual International Conference, Lyon, France, August 
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1 Introduction and Background

Summary

Respiration is an essential part of human physiological fiinction. Inspiration and expiration are acti

vated by inspiratory and expiratory muscles, respectively. These respiratory muscles are innervated at 

different levels of the spinal cord. When the spinal cord is damaged, different respiratory muscles are 

partially or completely paralysed according to the damage level. Cervical spinal cord injury results 

in tetraplegia. In tétraplégie individuals, the respiratory fiinction is compromised to different extents. 

Respiratory therapies are therefore needed. Available respiratory therapies include mechanical venti

lation, diaphragm pacing for normal breathing, and functional magnetic stimulation for cough. The 

method of functional electrical stimulation can be an alternative to these methods. A novel control 

system to apply functional electrical stimulation to abdominal muscles to assist normal breathing and 

cough has been developed in a previous study. There are two open issues in this control system. 

They are the sensor system which acquires the breathing signal and the control system which detects 

different breathing activities.

In this chapter, basic respiratory physiology is introduced first. Spinal cord injury is then discussed. 

Finally, respiratory therapies including functional electrical stimulation are discussed.

1.1 Relevant Respiratory Physiology

As the functional electrical stimulation method activates abdominal muscles to assist respiration, the 

respiratory muscles and mechanics are reviewed.

1.1.1 Respiratory Process

Respiration is one of the most essential functions of human beings. Respiration integrates nervous 

control of breathing, the function of the lungs, the circulation of the blood and the metabolism of the 

tissues [1].
The word ’respiration’ in this thesis only refers to the process of breathing. Therefore, the respi

ratory process in this thesis is the process of inhaling (inspiration) and exhaling (expiration) air into 

and from the lung. Other complicated physiological background such as the lung function and gas 

exchanges between organs and blood will not be discussed in this thesis. They can be found in many 

text books [2-4].
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Figure 1.1: Simplified diagram of the respiratory process.

The process of respiration discussed in this thesis is illustrated by a simplified diagram, as shown in 

Figure 1.1. Inspiration and expiration are controlled by respiratory muscles. The respiratory muscles 

are innervated by the spinal cord, whose signal comes from the brain.

1.1.2 Respiratory Muscles and Mechanics

A. Inspiration

John B. West described basic algoritluns of the inspiratory mechanism in [2]. The primary inspiratory 

muscle is the diaphragm, as shown in Figure 1.2. When forced inspiration takes place, accessory 

inspiratory muscles will be recruited as well. They include: the external intercostal muscles and 

parasternal intercostal muscles, as well as the scalene and sternocleidomastoid muscles. During 

inspiration, the diaphragm contracts from a flat sheet to a dome-shape sheet; while the accessory 

muscles pull the rib cage upwards and outwards. The main task of these inspiratory muscles is 

to increase the volume of the thorax. The inspiratory process is illustrated in Figure 1.3(a). The 

thorax volume increase will result in a pressure decrease (increase in negative pressure) in the thorax 

according to Boyle’s Law^. Air will be sucked into the lung due to the pressure difference between 

the alveolus and the atmosphere.

B. Expiration

Usually, quiet expiration by neurologically intact people doesn’t involve any expiratory muscle -  the 

expiration process is generally a passive process. Lung, diaphragm and thoracic cage have elasticity.

^Boyle’s law is one o f  the ideal gas law. It states that the product o f  the volume and pressure o f  a fixed quantity o f  ideal 
gas is constant, given constant temperature. The formula for B oy le’s law is: p V  =  k  where V and p  are volume and 
pressure o f  the gas respectively, and k is a constant
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Figure 1.2: Main respiratory muscles. Adapted from [5]. 
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of the volume and pressure change of the thorax during inspiration and expi
ration. Vq and pq denote the initial volume and pressure of the thorax, whilst V\ and p\ 
denote the volume and pressure during the phase of inspiration or expiration. p„ denotes 
the atmospheric pressure.

When the diaphragm is contracted during inspiration, a recoil force can be produced by elasticity to 

pull it back. When the force to contract diaphragm disappears (i.e. inspiration ends), the passive recoil 

of diaphragm and thoracic cage will pull back the diaphragm. The process of inspiration is reversed, 

as shown in Figure 1.3(b). The thorax volume decreases due to the recoil of diaphragm. According to 

Boyle’s law, the volume decrease inside the tliorax will generate an increasing intratlroracic pressure. 

Gas will flow out of the thorax due to the pressure difference between the intrathoracic pressure and
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atmospheric pressure until they reach equilibrium.

In the case of forced expiration, such as cough and deep breathing, the expiratory muscles are 

recruited to assist expiration. The primary expiratory muscles are the abdominal muscles. The ab

dominal muscles include: rectus abdominis, oblique abdominis (external and internal) and transverse 

abdominis, as shown in Figure 1.2. The intercostal internal muscles and triangularis sterni are the 

accessory expiratory muscles. The primary expiratory muscles lower the bottom ribs, whilst the ac

cessory muscles move the ribs upwards and outwards. The main task of the expiratory muscles is to 

pull back the diaphragm actively, rather than let it recoil passively.

1.2 Spinal Cord Injury and Tetraplegia

This study aims to benefit tétraplégie patients. In this section, some basic background about spinal 

cord injury and the effect of tetraplegia on the respiratory function are discussed. A general review of 

functional electrical stimulation (FES) is introduced at the end of this section.

1.2.1 Nervous System

Human body movement and feelings (respiratory muscle movement for instance) depend on natural 

electrical currents which flow through nerves in the human body. The natural eleetrical currents are 

transferred by specialised cells known as neurons from one part of the human body to another. All 

the neurons of an organism, together with their supporting cells, constitute a nervous system [6].

The nervous system includes the Central Nervous System (CNS) and Peripheral Nervous System 

(PNS). The CNS (shown in Figure 1.4) consists the brain and the spinal cord. It controls major 

functions of the human body. The PNS provides nerves connecting the CNS and rest of the body.

1.2.2 Spinal Cord

The spinal cord is a thin, tubular stracture that is an extension of the CNS from the brain and is 

enclosed in and protected by the bony vertebral column. The main function of the spinal cord is to 

transmit the neural inputs from the periphery to the brain and vice versa. It is a vital stracture in our 

survival and functional capacity.

The spinal cord is divided into several segments by its location, as illustrated on the left side of 

Figure 1.4. The segmental nature of the spinal cord is reflected in a series of paired spinal nerves, 

each of which is attached to the cord by a dorsal sensory root and a ventral motor root [6].

1.2.3 Spinal Cord Injury and Tetraplegia

Spinal cord injury occurs when the function of the spinal cord is damaged. This damage could be 

trauma such as a car accident or disease such as spina bifida.
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Figure 1.4: Illustration of the central nervous system and the divisions of the spinal nerves. Adapted 
from http  : / /www. backrack. c o . uk/nervous_index. shtml.

Level Function

C 3 -C 5 Supply diaphragm (mostly C4)
C 5 -C 6 Shoulder movement, raise arm, flexion of elbow
C 7-C 8,T 1 Flexes wrist
T1 -T 6 Intercostals and trunk above the waist
T 6-L 1 Abdominal muscles
LI -L 4 Thigh flexion

Table 1.1: Segmental spinal cord level and function. Note that this table only shows the essential 
spinal cord levels and functions. This table is part of the table from http: / / www.makoa. 
e r g /scimap.htm.

Spinal cord injury can leave patients with different levels of dysfunction of the body. There can be 

incomplete or complete loss of motor or sensory functions in the arms, trunks, etc.. The level of the 

injury is usually defined in the UK by giving the most distal uninvolved segment of the cord [7], as 

discussed in Section 1.2.2. Some essential body functions of certain spinal cord levels are listed in 

Table 1.1. For instance, generally speaking, an individual with spinal cord injury at above C5 would 

have diaphragm dysfunction.

Spinal cord injury can lead to tetraplegia and paraplegia. These two terms are defined by the levels 

of the cord damage.

Tetraplegia (also known as quadrlplegla) It refers to impairment or loss of motor and/or sensory 

function in the cervical segments of the spinal cord due to damage of neural elements within the spinal

http://www.makoa
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Figure 1.5: A basic FES system [10].

cord. Tetraplegia results in impairment of function in the arms as well as the trunk, legs and pelvic 

organs [7]. The level of the functional damage depends on the cervical level (from Cl to C7) of the 

injury. For instance, as Table 1.1 shows, a C3 -  C5 level of injury will lead to partial paralysis of the 

diaphragm, as well as all the functions below it; whilst a C l injury can leave some remaining control 

of the shoulder movement. To conclude, cervical injuries (tetraplegia) results in serious damage to 

activities of daily life, therefore requiring intensive help from others.

Paraplegia This term refers to impairment or loss of motor and/or sensory function in the thoracic, 

lumbar or sacral (but not cervical) segments of the spinal cord [7]. Arm function is spared in case of 
paraplegia, but the functions of trunk, legs and pelvic organs are impaired subject to the level of the 
injury.

1.2.4 Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES)

Functional electrical stimulation (FES) has become a fast developing technique to restore or improve 

body functions to individuals with spinal cord injury (SCI). This method has been developed for more 

than 20 years, and FES centers have been established around the world [8,9].

FES works by applying low levels of pulsed electrical current to motor nerves, thus activating 

paralysed muscles. FES can work because when damage occurs only to the CNS, muscles and their 

peripheric nerves are intact. The muscles are paralysed because the biological signal generated from 

the brain cannot reach the nerves which activate the muscle. What FES does is to apply artificial 

electrical signals directly to the nerves. FES can also benefit Multiple Sclerosis patients as they also 
have problems in transmission of nerve signals [10].

A basic FES system is shown in Figure 1.5. The electrodes can be surface or implanted ones. Pulsed 

electrical signals go through the lead to the electrodes from the stimulator, whilst parameters such as 

pulse width and electrical amplitude can be configured by a controller connected to the stimulator.
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Figure 1.6: FES applications in spinal cord dysfunction [10].

FES has been applied in many spinal cord dysfunctions. Figure 1.6 shows 18 ways that FES can 

benefit individuals with SCI. Rehabilitation engineers have developed systems for FES technique in 

the following areas: paraplegic standing [11-17], lower-limb cycling [18-20], upper-1 imb exercise 

[21,22], bladder and bowel functions [23], respiratory function [24—30].

1.3 Effect of Spinal Cord Injury and Tetraplegia on Respiratory Function

1.3.1 Main Respiratory M uscie Paralysis in Different Levels of Lesion

When a spinal cord injury occurs, the respiratory muscles innervated below the level of the lesion will 

be impaired, leading to complete or partial paralysis. The respiratory muscles and their innervation 

are shown in Table 1.2. Patients with partial or complete paralysis of any of the muscles of respiration 
will need special care [7].

People with high cervical spinal cord injury (C1-C5) have the diaphragm completely or partially 

paralysed, leading to serious respiratory failure. The initial mortality of high cervical spinal cord 

injury is high due to the instant respiratory failure. Ventilators are mandatory to individuals with high 
cervical spinal cord injury.

Individuals with lower thoracic and lumbar lesions have little damage to the lung function due to 

the intact diaphragm and abdominal function. When the spinal cord is injured at T6-L1 (or above), 
the abdominal muscles are partially or completely paralysed. In this case, the ability of active (forced)
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Muscle Innervation

Inspiratory, primary
Diaphragm C3-C5
Intercostals T l-T ll
Scalene
Anterior C3-C4
Middle C5-C6
Posterior C6-C8

Inspiratory, accessory
Sternocleidomastoid C2-C4 and accessory N. (XI)
Trapeziu C1-C4 and accessory N. (XI)

Expiratory
Rectus abdominus T6-T12
Transversus abdominus T6-L1
Internal and external obliques T6-L1
Pectoralis major Medial and lateral pectoral N. (C5-T1)

Table 1.2; Muscles of respiration and their innervation. Adapted from [5]. 

expiration such as cough is impaired.

1,3.2 Effect of Spinal Cord Injury on Respiratory Phases 

Inspiratory phase

For neurologically intact individuals, the diaphragm is the main inspiratory muscle. Along with 

intercostal muscles and scalene muscles, the diaphragm allows the chest wall to move with a single 

degree of freedom along the relaxation characteristic [31].

People with spinal cord injury at C2 and above will have the diaphragm paralysed completely. 

They usually need a ventilator. People injured at C3-C5 can take small breaths, while C6 are able to 

take deep breaths [32].

In the case of low cervical cord injuiy (below C5-C8), the function of the diaphragm is retained, 

while the intercostal muscles are paralysed completely. Without the pulling force supplied by the 

intercostal muscles, when the diaphragm contracts during inspiration, the expansion of the ribcage is 

limited. The scalenes are imiervated around C6 (shown in Table 1.2), therefore some residual func

tions of these muscles can remain. Estenne and Troyer have found that the electromyography (EMG, 

see page 20 in Chapter 2) activity of scalene in individuals with tetraplegia can indicate upper rib cage 

motion [31,33]: when the EMG activity of scalene is weak, a paradoxical decrease in anteroposterior 

diameter of the upper rib cage during inspiration is more likely to happen. This confirms the finding 

of Danon et al. [34], who also found this paradoxical upper rib cage movement in a Cl tetraplegia 

patient.
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Expiratory Phase and Cough

As Table 1.2 shows, expiratory muscles are imiervated in the thoracic level of the spinal cord. Thus 

subjects with tetraplegia have severely compromised expiratoiy muscle fimction [35]. Consequently, 

expiratory activities in tetraplegia individuals depend only on the elastic recoil of the diaphragm. 

Cough in these subjects can be severely impaired because that the cough action requires rapid con

traction of the thorax which can not be achieved solely by the elastic recoil of the diaphragm. Cough 

is important to facilitate the clearance of the sputum retention and to minimise pulmonary infection. 

Limitation of cough can also increase the risk of asphyxia. Therefore, for tétraplégie individuals, 

cough assistance [36,37] is often required.

However, there were some findings indicating that, although the main expiratory muscles are paral

ysed, most C5-C8 tétraplégie subject can still generate a small expiratory reserve volume [38,39]. 

This indicates that although all the well-known muscles of expiration are paralysed, most tétraplégie 

subjects are still able to activate some muscles that can overcome the elastic resistance to deflation 

of the chest wall and cause emptying of the lungs [35]. Troyer, Esterne et al. found that the c/av- 

icular portion of the pectoralis major plays a crucial part in the mechanism of active expiration in 

tétraplégie subjects [40]. Because of the inwar ds movement of the upper rib cage caused by the clav

icular portion of the pectoralis major, the intrathracic pressure increases. This pressure increase will 

be transferred to the abdomen via the downwards movement of the diaphragm. As a result, in contrast 

to neurologically intact subjects who contract the abdominal muscles forcefully and have inward mo

tion of the abdomen, the anteroposterior diameter of the abdomen of tetraplegia people increases [35]. 

Estenne and Gorini have concluded that this paradoxical expansion of the abdomen during expiration 

of tetraplegia subjects was observed because of the contraction of the pectoralis major, not of the 

diaphragm [41].

Estemie and Troyer later carried out some experiments to investigate the expiratory muscles during 

the cough process [42]. They concluded that in tétraplégie subjects the clavicular portion of the 

pectoralis major also plays a major role during coughing.

1.4 Respiratory Therapies

Tetraplegia can lead to paralysis of respiratory muscles, thus compromising the respiratory function. 

The damage level of tetraplegia to the respiratory function depends on the level of the spinal cord 

injury. To patients with spinal cord injury at different level, the respiratory therapies required can be 

different. The level of the spinal cord injury and respiratory therapies required are summarised as 

follows:

•  C l -  C3: The diaphragm is paralysed completely. There is no voluntary respiration in this case 

and mechanical ventilation is mandatory.
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• C 3 - C S :  Some diaphragm function is reduced. As a result, the respiratory function is compro

mised. Ventilation may be mandatory in this case.

• C5 -  Tl: Diaphragm is intact. The accessory inspiratory muscles and expiratory muscles 

(mainly the abdominal muscles) are affected. In this case, forced respiration such as cough is 

compromised, thus assistance for such need is required. Patients in this category are the main 

targets of this study

The following sections describe some of the common respiratory therapies available for patients 

with spinal cord injury at different levels.

1.4.1 Mechanical Ventilation (MV)

Mechanical ventilation (MV) is often the first method used to assist respiration in tetraplegia. This 

method has a relatively long histoiy among all the respiratory therapies in SCI patients. Tobin has 

written a comprehensive book on the principles and practice of MV [43]. High cervical injury patients 

(above C4) are often required to use this method, due to the failure of both main inspiratory and 

expiratory muscles. MV is a method that uses ventilators to generate the pressure difference between 

the atmosphere and the lung, thus leading to mechanical ventilation. Hence, there are two ways 

of generating pressure difference between the atmosphere and the lung, which are called negative 

pressure ventilation and positive pressure ventilation.

Negative pressure ventilation This method, also known as iron lung, can be traced back to 1929 

when Philip Drinker and Louis Agassiz Shaw first developed it. They invented a large container that 

encloses the whole human body except the head. This machine can evacuate air in the container 

through a pump that was connected to it, generating subatmospheric pressure around the chest and 

abdomen. Nowadays, this method is still in use. Ventilators for this method have been developed to 

be smaller devices, such as jacket and cuirass.

Positive pressure ventilation This method has become increasingly popular. Positive pressure 

ventilators increase the pressure in the patient’s airway through an endotracheal or tracheostomy tube, 

as shown in Figure 1.7. The positive pressure allows air to flow into the airway until the ventilator 

breath is terminated. Subsequently, the airway pressure drops to zero, and the elastic recoil of the 

chest wall leads to passive exhalation.

No matter what kind of MV is used, surgical operation can be avoided. However, long-temi MV 

can lead to complications of the aiiway and the lung [44]. So when patients can support their own 

ventilation, withdrawal of MV (known as weaning) should be considered without delay.

10
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Figure 1.7: An illustration of the endotracheal tube of a positive pressure ventilator. Adapted from 
http  : / / l ib r a r y .umsmed. ed u /p e-d b /p e-in tu b ation .html

1.4.2 Diaphragm Pacing (DP)

Also known as phrenic nerve pacing, diaphragm pacing (DP) is an alternative for patients who oth

erwise have to use MV [24,25]. This is an FES method which applies electricity to stimulate the 

contraction of the diaphragm. It was confirmed that tétraplégie patients were able to meet long-term, 
full-time ventilation requirements using phrenic nerve stimulation of the conditioned diaphragm [26]. 

Surgical operation (usually thoracotomy) is required in DP to place an electrode around the phrenic 

nerve, usually in the thoracic area. The electrode is connected to an implanted subcutaneous radiofre

quency receiver. An external transmitter sends radio signals to the receiver via an antenna over the 

receiver. A sample DP device is shown in Figure 1.8. A relatively new surgical improvement called 

intramuscular-diaphragm pacing has been studied [45]. This technique uses laparoscopic surgery 

to place intramuscular diaphragm electrodes into each hemidiaphragm near the phrenic nerve motor 

points. This is less invasive than using phrenic nerve electrodes via thoracotomy.

The diaphragm is given rhythmic electrical impulse via the electrodes to contract. As a result, DP 

works in the inspiratory phase.

DP has relative low complications with the airway and the lung. Pacers are easy to use, and highly 

portable. However, this method can only be applied to selected patients with intact phrenic nerve and 

normal diaphragm function. For patients with C3-C5 tetraplegia, the phrenic nerve can be damaged. 

Thus the phrenic nerve functionality must be confirmed before the pacing is considered.

11
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(

Figure 1.8: The laparoscopic implant procedure used for diaphragmatic pacing requires insertion of 
four trocars into the abdominal cavity. Electrodes are inserted through these trocars into 
the phrenic nerve motor points the places where the phrenic nerves enter the right and left 
hemidiaphragms [46].

1.4.3 Stimulation of the Abdominal M uscles

In contrast to DP, stimulation of the abdominal muscles assists expiratory phases. This method is 

more likely to be applied when the diaphragm function is intact or slightly compromised, while the 

expiratory muscle and the accessory inspiratory muscles are paralysed, i.e. with C5 -  Tl tetraplegia. 

According to the source of stimulation, this method is divided into the following two categories.

A. Functional Magnetic Stimulation (FMS)

Functional Magnetic Stimulation (FMS) of abdominal muscles has been developed by scientists 

mainly to restore cough [47-51]. This technique is performed by using a magnetic stimulator and 

placing the magnetic coil along the lower thoracic spine [48]. According to Faraday’s lavp-, when 

the amplitude and duration of the current through the magnetic coil is proper, sufficient current can 

be generated in the nerves and it can drive the dysfunctioned muscles.

FMS of abdominal muscles has advantages as follows: i) it is a noninvasive method; ii) the stimula

tion is painless. This is an advantage over FES of the abdominal muscles, which applies electricity to 

the body physically (see next section); iii) as FMS uses a magnetic field to generate electricity, there 

is no physical contact between the stimulator and human body. However, the design of the magnetic

^Faraday’s law of induction states that the induced emf (electromotive force) in a closed loop equals the negative of the 
time rate of change of magnetic flux through the loop.

12
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Figure 1.9: The electrodes and the four stimulation channels in FESAM [53].

coil is not as easy as the design of the FES stimulator. The size and winding structure of the magnetic 

coil can effect the clinical result directly [52]. The magnetic coil is large and requires large electrical 

current to generate proper magnetic field. Hence, long-term use can overheat the coil. Request for 

large current also makes the stimulator expensive and less portable.

B. Functional Electrical Stim ulation of A bdom inal M uscles (FESAM)

The basic concept of Functional Electrical Stimulation of Abdominal Muscles (FESAM) is to apply 

electrical stimulation to the abdominal muscles during expiratory phases to enhance the contraction of 

the abdomen, thus assisting quiet breathing and coughing. In the previous study [53], four stimulation 

channels were used: two channels stimulated the mm. rectus abdominis, while the other two channels 

stimulated the lateral abdominal muscle group on both sides, as shown in Figure 1.9.
During the early nineties, two groups of scientists have reported pilot studies on the possibility of 

using FES method to the abdominal muscles to assit cough [27,54]. Their results were positive. One 

of these group continued their research on using FES to assist ventilation on nine neurologically intact 

subjects, and their results provided a basis for future studies with patients in borderline ventilatory 

failure [28].
This technique has been developed on subjects with spinal cord injury [29,30,55-57]. In addition 

to assistance to quiet breathing, FESAM systems have also been developed to enhance cough [27,53]. 

All of these reports have shown increased tidal volume or cough peak flow by FESAM.

Unlike MV or DP, FESAM doesn’t require surgery -  surface electrode were used. Like other FES 

applications, the power needed for FESAM is low. The stimulator device is small and portable.

Gollee et al. [53] have developed an automatic control system to control the stimulation according 

to the respiratory activity. This automatic system is designed to eliminate the requirement of manual 

manipulation, thus making the FESAM method more convenient for daily life. The control structure 

of this system is shown in Figure 1.10. Respiratory activity was monitored by a spirometer connected

13
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Figure 1.10: The automatic control structure of FESAM [53].

to a face mask worn by subjects. The respiratory flow data was acquired by a computer. The program 

run on the computer detected the current respiratory activity. The activity was identified as quiet 

breathing, cough or others. The detection of cough or quiet breathing activates the stimulator device 

to generate electrical pulses to the electrodes. The amplitude and pulsewidth of the stimulation was 

set accordingly to support cough and quiet breathing activities, respectively.

1.4.4 Summary of the Respiratory Therapies

This section has introduced some of the main techniques to assist respiratory fimctions in patients 

with SCI. Physical techniques such as postural drainage and suction were not mentioned. One of 

the purposes of this study was to develop an automatic control system that can benefit people most 

in the daily activity and require least manual control. Flence, long-term usage, portability, ability to 

self-control are what this study was looking for. These characteristics of the techniques mentioned 

previously are summarised in Table 1.3.

14
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Tech Long-term use Portability Control Note

MV Long-term us
age of MV is 
mandatory to 
high cei-vical 
injury patients. 
Smaller negative 
pressure devices 
such as cuirass 
are not suitable 
for long-term use 
as they may cause 
chafing and skin 
damage.

Modern MV
usually uses
positive pressure 
tracheostomy 
tubes. They can 
be portable.

Respiration 
cycles can be 
controlled by 
preset amount of 
volume, pressure 
or time for a 
cycle. This kind 
of control is 
open-loop.

MV devices have 
been developed 
for many years. 
Most hospitals 
are equipped with 
MV devices. It is 
widely used. The 
negative aspect 
of MV is that the 
positive MV can 
lead to pulmonary 
complications 
because it ejects 
air into the lung 
directly.

DP Can be used long
term.

The stimulator is 
portable.

Control of DP is 
open-loop.

An alternative to 
MV. But requires 
intact phrenic 
nerve.

FMS No long-term use 
report has been 
published. Large 
current through 
the magnetic 
coil could cause 
overheating.

The requirement 
for large current 
leads to less 
portable device.

FMS is controlled 
manually.

This method is 
less painful than 
FESAM. But no 
long-term re
ported is available 
and it is mainly 
researched for
assisting cough.

FESAM Long-term use 
has been carried 
out and the results 
were positive.

Low power
requirement 
makes the device 
portable. Smface 
electrode does
not require any 
surgery.

Automatic con
trol system has 
been developed. 
Not only quiet 
breathing, but 
cough can also be 
assisted with this 
technique.

This study applies 
this method.

Table 1.3: This table lists some main characteristics of the techniques for respiratory therapy men
tioned in this thesis.

1.5 Open Issues in the Automatic Control System for FESAM

The automatic control system for FESAM uses a sensor system to record breathing signals. A control 

system then analyses the breathing signal to detect the breathing activity. The sensor and control 

system are two essential parts of the entire automatic control system. This section discusses the open
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issues of these two systems. These open issues lead to the later contents of this thesis.

Sensor system In automatic control system for FESAM, a sensor system is used to measure the 

online respiratory activity. In the previous study [53], the system acquires the respiratory data and 

analyses them online, detecting quiet breathing, cough, and other activities such as speaking. A 

spirometer comiected with a face mask was used. The face mask is uncomfortable and disrupts other 

activities such as speaking. Other sensors are therefore needed. Chapter 2 discusses the evaluation of 

using an inertial measurement unit device at the abdomen to detect breathing signals.

Control System In the previous system [53], respiratory activity was detected by analysing the flow 

rate through the spirometer, its derivative and the similarity of the online flow curve with a standard 

quiet breathing curve recorded previously. This study introduces six characteristics of the respiratory 

signal to analyse the respiratory status to minimise the detection error. This issue is discussed in 

Chapter 3.

Other issues such as system failures are not discussed in this thesis.

16



2 Experiments with an IMU Sensor System

Summary

Inertial measurement unit (IMU) devices have been used to measure orientation of human body seg

ments in many reports, whilst movement of the abdomen can be used to represent respiratory activ

ities. Experiments with both spirometer and IMU are therefore carried out to explore the possibility 

of using an IMU device to measure the abdominal movement as breathing signals for the FESAM 

system. The analysis evaluates the ability of the IMU sensor to detect the onset of respiration and 

different breathing patterns. Both time and frequency domain are considered in the analyses. Group 

evaluation and case study are both carried out statistically. The results confirm that the IMU sensor 

system has the ability to detect the online respiratory status with neurologically intact individuals.

2.1 Introduction and Background

2.1.1 The Role and Requirement of the Sensor In the Automatic FESAM System

The main task of the sensor in this FESAM system is to measure the online respiratory information. 

A detecting system then analyses the data acquired from the sensor to determine respiratory activity. 

The role of the sensor is as important as the detecting system.

The sensor used to measure respiratory activities is required to be sensitive to different activities, 

such as quiet breathing, cough and speaking. A sample of respiratory data acquired from the spirom

eter is shown in Figure 2.1. In the figure, the three different respiratory activities can be distinguished 

easily by huiuan eyes. The quiet breathing segment can be differentiated froiu the cough and deep 

breathing segments by measuring the amplitude of the data. The cough pattern has distinct sharp 

curves compared with the other two patterns.

In addition to detect different respiratory patterns, detections of onsets of each inspiration and 

expiration are also important to the automatic system. This is because that the stimulation is generated 

in the expiratory phase, as the contraction of abdominal muscles assists expiration. Consequently, as 

shown in Figure 2.2, the stimulation signal is designed to be generated directly after the detection of 

the expiratory onset and end when the inspiratoiy onset is detected.

In the previous study [53], measurements of the airflow at the mouth by a spirometer with a low 

dead-space full face mask provided the respiratory signal to the detecting system. By analysing this 

breathing signal online, the system can; i) differentiate breathing patterns between quiet breathing,
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Cough

Flow
Deep Breath

Quiet Breath

^  Time

Figure 2.1 : Sample respiratory data acquired from the spirometer.

Flow
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Stimulation
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onset

Insp.
onset

Insp.
onset

Figure 2.2: Sample respiratory data of quiet breathing acquired from a spirometer. The double arrow 
line shows when the electrical stimulation is applied. The stimulation is active from the 
onset of expiration to the onset of inspiration.

cough, and other activities such as speaking; ii) detect the onset of expiration in patterns of quiet 

breathing and cough, and give corresponding trigger signals for the electrical stimulation.
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S .? :2

Figure 2.3: A portable spirometer (Microloop, Micromedical, Chatham, UK [58]). A face mask can 
be connected to the tube of the spirometer. This spirometer is connected to a computer 
via the RS232 interface. Breathing data will be collected in the relevant software on the 
computer at real time. Adapted from http://w w w .m icrom edical.co.uk/products/ 
proddetail2 .asp?spiro_id=7.

However, the detection device of spirometer with a face mask is not the most suitable device to 

detect the breathing signal for long-term use due to its inconvenience. A device that could detect 

the respiratory process indirectly (i.e. not from the mouth and nose directly) is desired to be an 

alternative to acquire breathing signals. The signal acquired from this device is required to be able to: 
(i) be analysed in real-time; (ii) detect different respiratory patterns (quiet breathing, cough, speaking) 

qualitatively; (iii) detect the onset of expiration in patterns of quiet breathing and cough.

In the next sections candidates for the sensor for this system are introduced.

2.1.2 Spirom eter

A spirometer is an apparatus which measures the volume of air inspired and expired by the lungs. It 

is the device to perform spirometry test, the most common of the Pulmonary Function Tests (PFTs). 

In addition to the spirometry test, spirometers can also be used to record respiratory activities. As 

shown in Figure 2.3, a spirometer device can be connected to the serial port of a computer and record 

the respiratory signal online.

The measurement of air flow during respiration is a direct and straightforward way to represent 

respiration. This device is therefore used in previous studies of FESAM systems [28,29,53]. In the 

previous studies, subjects wore a face mask which connected to the spirometer. The disadvantage of 
using spirometer is that it cannot be used over a long-term period. The face mask is inconvenient and 

uncomfortable with respect to daily activity.
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Muscle

Needle electrode

#vDAJVI.

Figure 2.4: Electromyography (EMG) test with a needle electrode. Adapted from http  : / /w w w . nlm. 
nih.gov/m edlineplus/ency/im agepages/9741/htm .

2.1.3 B iopotentials

Biopotentials have been applied to extract command and feedback signals for FES systems [59]. The 

biopotential for FES systems can be the electrical potential across the nerves, or the electrical activity 

inside the brain.

Electrical Potential a c ro ss  Nerves

Human muscles can be activated by the action electrical potential transmitted across the nerve sys

tems. The information of such electrical potential, such as its electricity, can be used to represent the 

status of body functions. For example, the electrical potential across the neurons and the nerves to 

activate the abdominal muscles can be used to represent the state of these muscles.

Two techniques are available to measure the electrical potential across nerves. They are elec

tromyography (EMG) and electroneurography (ENG).
As shown in Figure 2.4, the EMG technique typically uses a needle electrode to acquire information 

about the state of the muscle and its innervating nerve. The EMG can also be performed by a surface 

electrode [60], which is painless and non-invasive to the patient. Experiments have been done using 

the EMG recordings from sternocleidomastoid (SCM) muscles to control a FES system for hand 

control of tétraplégie individuals [61].
The ENG technique typically uses cuff electrodes to measure the conduction velocity and response 

latency of peripheral nerves. The applications of ENG have been reported in FES foot drop correction 

system [62] and hand grasp neuroprosthesis [63] (shown in Figure 2.5).
To use EMG signal as stimulation trigger for FES systems, it is essential to place the electrodes 

(electromyograph) over the muscles that can be voluntarily controlled [64]. A common problem with
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Figure 2.5: Electroneurograpliy (ENG) in a ciosed-loop hand grasp neuroprosthesis system. Adapted 
from [63].

using the EMG signal to command the stimulation is the stimulation artefact. A blanidng device 

is usually needed to eliminate the stimulation artefacts that are much bigger than the EMG signals. 

When the EMG signals from the muscle that is stimulated are used [65,66], the elimination of the 

stimulation artefact is more essential.

Two disadvantages of the ENG method in terms of this study are; i) ENG has limitation of selec

tivity in terms of nerves; ii) it requires invasive nerve cuff electrodes.

Therefore, the open issues for using electrical potential across nerves to control the stimulation to 

assist breathing can be summarised as follows: a voluntarily controlled muscle or suitable nerve is 

needed. The electrical potential measured should be able to represent the state of respiration. The 

abdominal muscles are not suitable as they are paralysed with tétraplégie individuals.

Electrical Potential inside the Brain

Electroencephalography (BEG) measures the electrical activity (impulses) of the brain. The electrical 

impulses between the brain cells are usually recorded by electrodes placed on the scalp. The BEG 

signal can be used for a Brain-computer interface (BCI) [67] to provide FES command. This tech

nique is painless and noninvasive. Experiments have been reported on two able-bodied subjects and 

one neuroprosthesis user to test a EEG-based control of a hand grasp neuroprosthesis [68].

Despite the advantage of no requirement for surgery, it is difficult to pick up individual BEG signals 

from large groups of neurons in the brain. Another issue for applying EE G is that the electrodes on 

the scalp are difficult to apply, leading to a complex system. In addition, available EEG experiments

2 1
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Rib cage signal 
Abdominal signal

Figure 2.6; A Respiratory Inductive Plethysmograph (RIP) system. Adapted from h t tp  : / /www. im t. 
l i u . s e / b i t / s t a f f / t o m s t / r i p .html.

on FES control were all carried out by doing some deliberate activities, such as hand grasp. These ex

periments requires training. While no experiment has shown features of EEG signal during voluntary 

respiration phases, this technique is potentially interesting but not practical at present.

2.1.4 Respiratory Inductive Plethysmography (RIP)

Due to the limitation of biopotential application in tetraplegics, the change of the circumference of the 

chest wall and abdomen is considered to be an alternative. These detections have been investigated in 

many applications. Respiratory inductive plethysmography (RIP) is one of these applications.

RIP was originally used in sleep studies [69] and has been used for the study of ventilation during 

exercise [70,71]. The RIP device typically consists of sinusoidal arrays of electrical conducting wires 

with a continuous low voltage electrical current passing through. Detection of the change of the 

current will represent the rate and depth of excursions of the chest wall and abdomen. The RIP device 

is worn by subjects encircled the ribcage and the abdomen, as shown in Figure 2.6. The change 

of circumference of the upper body is therefore recorded and used as breathing signal to analyse 

ventilation.

RIP devices can be made into portable snugs, and they are commercially available (Lifeshirt [72], 

Vivometrics, Ventura, CA). This method is a noninvasive measurement.

2.1.5 Electroglottography (EGG)

Electroglottography (EGG) is a technique which measures the change in electrical impedance across 

the throat during speaking. This method can give information on the closure of vocal folds, and has 

been used widely in the study of voice analysis [73]. It is possible to use this teclmique to measure 

the movement of the abdomen to detect the status of respiration.

EGG is performed by wearing a belt with two electrodes attached around the neck. The wavefoim 

of EGG can be similar to the spirometer data, with distinctive difference between different speaking
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voice Low speed  
signal
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Figure 2.7: A raw waveform of Electroglottography recorded during speaking. Adapted from http; 
//aun e. Ip l .u n iv -a ix . fr/~ghio/pedago-EggUK.htm.

activities (Figure 2.7). However, again, no systems controlled by EGG signal 

reported.

in real-time has been

2.1.6 Inertial M easurem ent Unit (IMU)

An inertial measurement unit (IMU) typically contains accelerometers and gyroscopes to detect mo

tion. The IMU device works by using the accelerometer signal to continuously correct the orientation 

estimation obtained by mathematical integration of the 3D angular velocity measured by the gyro

scopes [74,75]. The involvement of accelerometer reduces the integration drift that originates from 

errors in the gyroscope signal. Magnetometers can also be applied to compensate for the orientation 

estimation error [76]. IMU devices can be made conveniently portable (Figure 2.8), and they are 

commercially available (Xsens Technologies B. V., the Netherlands [77]).

Various applications of IMU in the biomechanical field have been reported. Mayagoitia [78] has 

used four uni-axial seismic accelerometers and one rate gyroscope mounted on the skin to obtain 

the kinematics of gait in the sagittal plane. Moreno [79] has applied an IMU which contained bi

axial accelerometers and a rate gyroscope to the measurement of foot and shank orthotic segments 

kinematics.
When the IMU test is performed, the IMU device is usually attached to a belt worn around the 

body segment. This is a convenient non-invasive method to detect body motion. Consequently, IMU 

devices have potential to detect the abdominal movement during respiratory phases, thus representing 

respiration.

One disadvantage of using one IMU device to detect movement is that the overall movements of
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Figure 2.8: A commercial IMU device developed to detect human motion [77]. Adapted from http: 
//WWW .xsens. com/index. php?mainmenu=products&:Submenu=human_motion.

the body are also detected. When the IMU device is attached at the abdomen, it will detect movement 

as long as its position is changed. Therefore the experiments with a IMU device in this study require 

that the subjects sit still on the chair. As a result, the IMU device will detect only the movement of 
the abdomen, i.e. the relative movement of abdomen to the body. It is thought that this disadvantage 

can be solved by using another IMU device attached to the chest wall so that the body movement can 

be eliminated by comparing the two signals from these two devices.

2.1.7 Summary of the D evice and Experiment

Signals acquired from the sensor device in this study are required to be able to: (i) be used as com
mand in real-time; (ii) represent different respiratory patterns (quiet breathing, cough, speaking) qual

itatively; (iii) detect the onset of expiration in patterns of quiet breathing and cough. At the same time 

the sensor itself is preferred to be: (iv) noninvasive; (v) portable and convenient. Note that the first 

requirement of the sensor focuses on the application of the sensor signals on control systems. If there 

is no reported control systems using the sensor signal in real-time as command, the corresponding 

evaluation of using this sensor in this study will be “potential”. Any sensor device that cannot fulfill 

all of these requirements will not be considered. A summary of these characteristics of the sensors 

mentioned previously is shown in Table 2.1.
The summary table shows that the methods of (surface) EMG, RIP and IMU are potential sensors 

for the tasks required by this study. In this thesis, the evaluation of using an IMU device is discussed.

The ability of the IMU device to detect different breathing patterns and the onset of inspira
tion/expiration are the main aspects we wanted to evaluate. The IMU device was used to detect 

the relative movement of the abdomen. The airflow at the mouth and nose was employed as reference 

to evaluate the signal from the IMU device. The airflow was acquired by a spirometer. Experi
ments were conducted with 5 neurologically intact people to record different respiratory patterns: (a) 

quiet breathing, (b) cough (including continuous cough and single cough), (c) deep breathing and (d) 

speaking (including loud reading and talking). Signals from the spirometer and IMU were recorded
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Sensor
i

Real-time
ii

Different patterns
iii

Detect onset
iv

Non-invasive
V

Portable

Spirometer Yes Yes Yes Yes No
EMG Yes Potential Potential Yes*̂ ' Yes*
ENG Yes Potential Potential No No
EEG Potential Potential Potential Yes Not Known
RIP Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
EGG Potential Potential Potential Yes Not Known
IMU Potential Potential Potential Yes Yes

Table 2.1: This table lists the main characteristics of all the sensors mentioned in this study. Refer to 
the characteristics discussed in Section 2.1.7. *Only refers to the surface EMG.

synchronously. Breathing signals from different breathing patterns were then extracted and analysed 

separately. Inspiratory / expiratory onset time points of breathing signals were compared. This shows 

the ability to represent respiration in real-time. The ability to detect different breathing patterns are 

evaluated by comparing: i) amplitudes of quiet breathing, deep breathing and coughing signals in the 

time domain; ii) EFT areas of different breathing pattern samples including speaking in the frequency 

domain.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Devices 

IMU device

The IMU device used was the Xsens MT9-B Motion Tracker (Xsens Technologies B. V., The Nether

lands [77]). The Xsens MT9-B IMU contains 3D gyroscopes, 3D accelerometers and 3D magnetome

ters. Its algorithm is shown in Figure 2.9. The 3D driftless orientation was obtained by a sensor fusion 

algorithm [74,75] where the measurement of gravity (accelerometers) and magnetic north (magne

tometers) compensate for otherwise unlimited increasing errors from the integration of rate of turn 

data (gyroscope). For details refer to the MTx-B technical documentation [77].

During experiments, the IMU device was attached to an elastic belt worn around the abdomen.

Spirometer

The spirometer (Microloop, Micromedical, Chatham, UK [58]) was used with a low dead-space full 

face mask (Hans Rudolph Inc., Missouri, USA [80]) to record the airflow at the mouth as a reference 

for the breathing signal acquired by the IMU device. The spirometer has a turbine wheel, whose 

revolution is proportional to the volume of the airflow (V) through it. The revolutions are counted by 

electronic sensors, and differentiated into flow rate (v). The flow rate v is used as the breathing signal
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Figure 2.9: The MT9-B IMU algorithm.
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Figure 2.10: A subject during experiment, wearing both face mask (through the turbine wheel con
nected to the spirometer) and the IMU (attached to an elastic belt around the abdomen).

(B l

Others

Both the spirometer and the IMU were connected to a computer via an RS232 interface. The outputs 

from both spirometer and IMU were acquired and processed in the Simulink modelling environment 

(The Math works, Massachusetts, USA [81]). The data sampling frequency of the spirometer and 

IMU was 50Hz and WHz respectively. A picture of one of our subjects during experiment is shown 

in Figure 2.10.
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Subject Gender Age (years)

01 Female 26
02 Male 25
03 Male 32
04 Female 27
05 Male 26

Table 2.2: Subject information.

2.2.2 Subjects

Subjects reciiiited for this study were 5 neurologically intact people (Table 2.2). The experimental 

protocol was explained to all the subjects and then an information sheet and consent form were given 

to them. They were fully aware that they were free to withdraw from the study at any time and without 

having to give a reason. The experiment was approved by the local ethics committee at the University 

of Glasgow.

2.2.3 Experimental Protocol

Experiments were carried out with subjects in sitting posture. During experiments, subjects were 

required to sit quietly, and place their hands on the arms of their chair.

At the beginning of each experimental session, quiet breathing pattern (QB) was first recorded. 

This series of QB signals was used for the normalisation of signals for analysis (see Section 2.2.5). 

QB pattern recorded first could also help subject calm down, eliminating experimental errors caused 

by anxiety. Other breathing patterns were then recorded. These patterns include forced respirations 

(cough, C, and deep breathing, DB) and speaking (SP). In order to test the seirsor’s ability to detect 

a single change of pattern, cough pattern includes single cough (SC) and continuous cough (CC). 

Speaking patterns were first recorded asking subjects to read (R) loud. Talking pattern (T) was last 

recorded when subjects were having a conversation with the experimenter. To evaluate sensor’s ability 

to detect different breathing patterns continuously, different patterns of DB, CC, SC, R were recorded 

consecutively into 3 sets. In these sets, the four patterns were ordered randomly, along with a short 

period of QB pattern between them as an inter-experimental rest.

Figure 2.11 describes the experimental protocol. Each subject took one experiment. In the experi

ment each subject took, there were three parts:

• Part i: 1 minute stable quiet breathing (QB).

• Part ii: three separate sets of different breathing patterns. Every set follows the order of QB +  

X\ + Q B + X 2 +  Q B X X 3 +  Q B + X 4 , w hereZi/2/3/4 was selected from pattern DB, CC, SC and 

R, as shown in the bottom part of Figure 2.11. QB was included as inter-experimental rest.

•  Part iii; 2 minute talking (T).

2 7
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Part Î

A1 mm

QB.

s e t  1

3 min

QB.

Part ii
se t 2  

3 min

V
.QB.

set 3

3 min

Part III
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A X 4

10 s 30 s 10 s 30 s 10 s 30 s 10 s 30 s

Figure 2,11: Experimental protocol. QB = Quiet Breathing, T = Talking. The space between lines 
indicates rest. The bottom series of lines explains how each set of part ii is formed. The 
10 seconds QB patterns were included as inter-experimental rest. Xi, X2, X3 andX^ were 
patterns of deep breathing (DB), continuous cough (CC), single cough (SC) and loud 
reading (R), in random order. Note that in part ii, the R pattern lasts actually 6O3 as 
people tend to take less breath when reading.

Subjects can take some rest between each part and each set in part ii, as the space between each line 

in Figure 2.11. It should be noted that in the part ii of experiment, QB patterns were sometimes more 

than IO5 in order to give subjects enough inter-experimental rest.

Before the experiment with each subject, the position of the IMU device on the belt was tested. 

The IMU device was attached to different positions on the belt. The subject did some QB and DB 

patterns with each position and the data were recorded. The final position was decided by the highest 

breathing signal recorded. By such tests with 5 subjects, it was decided to put the IMU device on the 

umbilicus position.

2.2.4 Data Processing Overview

The data processing of the acquired sensor signals is shown in Figure 2.12. The aim of data processing 

was to obtain breathing signals which: (i) were synchronised with the voluntary respiration; (ii) had 

distinct characteristics with different breathing patterns (QB, DB, C, S). In case of the spirometer, 

the breathing signal was represented by the flow rate (v) at the mouth and nose; while in case of the 

IMU the breathing signal was represented by the relative displacement of abdomen (d ) .  v and d  were 

obtained within the pre-processing sections in Figure 2 .12.

The flow rate v and displacement d  were converted into sensor signals B̂ raŵ  and . These 

signals at this stage were raw signals that needed filter processing. As Figure 2.13 shows, signal 

had an offset, whilst signal B̂ /Jw° had high-frequency noises. The offset and noises were removed by 

a highpass and lowpass filtering respectively.

All of the original and filtered signals from both devices with 5 subjects are shown in Appendix A. 

It can be seen that the high pass filter introduced about 53 settling ripples, and both filters added small 

amount of phase shift to the signals.
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Figure 2.12: Data processing. The processing of IMU data is discussed in Section 2.2.5, and the 
processing of spirometer data is discussed in Section 2.2.6.
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Figure 2.13: A sample set of raw breathing signals from the spirometer and IMU. It can be noticed 
that the IMU raw signal has an offset, whilst the spirometer signal has high-frequency 
noises.

2.2.5 Data P rocessing  of the IMU Signal 

Pre-processing

The pre-processing of the IMU signal mainly converts the Euler-angles measured by the IMU device 

into the displacement (d) of the abdomen. Due to the definition of Euler-angle, there will be a math

ematical singularity when pitch 0 approaches ±90°. In this study, the position of the IMU device 

attached at the abdomen was specifically selected to avoid such singularity. The background of this 

position relates to the two co-ordinate systems in the IMU system.
As shown in Figure 2.14, two co-ordinate systems were defined in the IMU system: (1) global 

earth-fixed, G and (2) body-fixed, S. The co-ordinate systems were both right-handed.
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Body-fixed 
co-ordinate 
system (S)

Global co
ordinate 

system (G)X

Figure 2.14: Co-ordinate systems of the MT9-B IMU system. The global co-ordinate system G was 
defined as: X positive when pointing to the local magnetic North; Y according to right 
handed co-ordinates (West); Z positive when pointing up.

The orientation data was of the body-fixed co-ordinate system S with respect to the global co

ordinate system G. The orientation data can be presented in different conventions [77]. They are:

• Unit Quaternions (also known as Euler parameters)

• Euler angles, roll, pitch, yaw

• Rotation Matrix

Among these conventions, Euler angles is simpler and more convenient to transfer to the relative 

displacement of the abdomen. Besides, the mathematical singularity when pitch approaches ±90° 

can be easily avoided when the IMU device is positioned head to the horizontal line. This can be seen 

in Figure 2.10 which shows a subject wearing the IMU device during experiment.

Euler-angles (cp, 0 and \|/) are of XYZ earth-fixed type, defined as rotations around X, Y and Z axis 

-  roll, pitch and yaw/heading in terms of aeronautics, as shown in Figure 2.15. The Euler angles in 

the IMU system are defined as follows:

• (p=roll=rotation around X, defined from [—180° 180°]

• 0=pitch=rotation around Y, defined from [—90° 90°]

• \|/=yaw=rotation around Z, defined from [—180° 180°]

A sample output with the Euler-angles convention is listed in Table 2.3. The recording file contains 

the Euler angles of (p, 0 and \|/ along with the sample time.

The displacement (d) of a 3D movement of the IMU can be obtained by a trigonometric operation 

with each Euler angle. This displacement with respect to the global co-ordinate system G can be
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Center of

+ Pitch

+ Yew
+ Roll

Figure 2.15: Euler-angle systems in aeronautics. The picture is adapted from http://www.
m rfizzix.com /spaceflight/P ages/In_Space.htm . In the Euler-angle system of the 
IMU device, Roll= (p, Pitch= 0 and Yaw= \|/.

Sample Time tp (roll) [deg] 0 (pitch) [deg] V (yaw) [deg]

0.000 134.465912 -18.929155 0.811353
0.010 134.093460 -18.992971 0.673081
0.020 133.698212 -19.109470 0.490710
0.030 133.264557 -19.352758 0.227078

Table 2.3: A sample data acquired by the IMU with the Euler angles convention. The Euler angles of 
(p, 0 and tp are recorded along with the sample time.

projected on the global plane of XT, XZ  and YZ as components dxv dxz and dyz- A 3D unit movement 
(displacement d) was defined as it can be projected on the three planes as a rotation with a unit radius. 

Figure 2.16 shows the displacement component of a unit movement on the YZ plane, dyz- The arrow 

shows the rotation around the X axis. The rotation radius is a unit length. The component dyz can be 

calculated from the trigonometric operation of the rotation angle (p. Therefore, all the displacement 
components of a unit movement can be calculated as:

dyz =  2sin(cp/2) 

dxz =  2sin(0/2) 
c/xK =  2sin(\|//2) 

The resultant displacement can therefore be calculated as

d =  \Jdy2, +

(2 . 1)

(2.2)

The actual rotation radius is not know. Besides, the useful data about the rotation is the relative 

values between a series of rotations, i.e. rotation radius will be eliminated. The unit displacement
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ro ta tio n  a r o u n d  
X a x is

Figure 2.16; A unit 3D movement projected on the YZ  plane. It can be understood as a rotation 
around the X  axis (roll) at a unit radius, dyz is the displacement component of d  on the 
YZ  plane, dyz can be obtained from the trigonometric operation of the roll angle (p.

was therefore used to represent the breathing signal B. As the IMU is attached to and moved with 

the abdomen, the zero point of the B signal can not be fixed. Hence, the d  signal have an offset. 

Therefore, the breathing signal at this stage is a raw data with offset, as

= (f (2.3)

This offset needs to be removed to obtain the relative movement of the abdomen during breathing.

Filter Processing -  Removing the Offset

There are frequency component at around QHz in the frequency spectra of the raw IMU signals. 

Figure 2 .17(a) show a series of signal in both time and frequency domain during the QB pattern 

with subject 02. It can be found that; (i) the main frequency component of the QB pattern was around 

0.3/72-0.5iTz, which corresponds to a normal breathing rate of 20-30 min~^; (ii) there was a high 

frequency component around zero because of the offset.

A high pass filter was applied to signal B \!̂ ^ to remove this offset. Figure 2.17(b) shows the time 

and frequency domain of the filtered signal. The figure shows that the high zero frequency component 

of the offset in the frequency domain was removed by the highpass filter, whilst other parts of the 

signal information were unaffected.

The main guide for choosing an appropriate highpass filter is to keep most information of the 

desired signal in the passband, while cut off the zero frequency component by the stopband. An 

infinite impulse response (HR) Butterworth filter was selected as the Butterworth filter has both flat 

stopband and passband and no ripples.

Generally speaking, the pass frequency of the high pass filter is set below the lower limit of the 

QB band, say Q.2Hz, while the stop frequency is set as low as O.OlHz to retain most desired signal 

informations.
The filter was realised by the Digital Filter Design block in the Simulink Library. The filter con

figuration parameters are listed in Table 2.4. The passband frequency {Fpass) and stopband frequency
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Figure 2.17: Figures showing how the high pass filter works to remove the zero-frequency offset of the
raw IMU signal Figure 2.17(a) shows the raw signal and its frequency spectrum.
The filtered signal and its frequency spectrum is shown in 2.17(b). The large value
of before 10^ is due to the settling characteristic of the high pass filter. The FFT 
frequency spectrum is therefore calculated from 10.s onwards.

Design (Hz) Fs (Hz) Astop (dB) A pass (dB)

HR Butterworth 0.01 0.2 10 20 1

Table 2.4: The configuration for the highpass filter to remove the offset of the IMU raw signal. The 
stop and pass frequency were set as O.OlHz and 0.2Hz respectively. Sample frequency (Fg) 
was set as 10% .

(Fstop) were set as 0 .2%  and O.OlHz respectively. The passband ripple (Ap^j^) and stopband attenua

tion (Aj,op) were specified as IdB and 20dB.

Its magnitude and phase response figure is shown in Figure 2.18. It can be seen that this filter will 

introduce a phase-shift of around 10°-~30° to the original signal. This phase-shift will lead to a delay 

within 0.36a in the IMU raw signal.

After this filtering processing, the offset of the raw IMU signal is removed, and the signal 

\yas obtained.

Normalisation Process

As the amplitude of B^^^  has little actual physical meaning, it is normalised before the evaluation 

with the spirometer signal. The normalised signals from the spirometer and IMU device could be 

then compared qualitatively. The normalisation process for both signals was the same. Therefore this 

process for IMU signal is discussed the Section 2.2.6 together with the spirometer signal processing.
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Magnitude and Phase Response

Magnitude Response 
Phase Response
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bandw idth
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I  -20:I
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-40
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Figure 2.18; The magnitude and phase response of the highpass filter used to remove the offset of the 
IMU signal. The desired bandwidth is in the interval of [0.2 0.5]^ as marked. It can be 
seen that in the desired bandwidth, the phase-shift of the filter is around 10°-30°.

Design ^stop iHz) Fpass (Hz) Fs (Hz) Astop (dB) Apass (dB)

HR Butterworth 1 50 20 1

Table 2.5: The configuration for the lowpass filter to remove the high frequency noises of the spirom
eter raw signal. The stop and pass frequency were set as 3Hz and \H z  respectively.

2.2.6 Data Processing of the Spirometer Signal 

Pre-processing

As mentioned before, the pre-processing of the spirometer signal was to differentiate the air volume 

(V) at the mouth into the flow rate (v):

(2.4)

It should be noted that the signal V was filtered during the acquisition process by a median filter. 

This filter worked by taking the average of the original signal over the last 10 samples to remove 

unwanted noise.

Filter Processing -  Removing noise

The signal v differentiated from V was found to be still noisy. A low pass filter was therefore applied 

to the raw v signal. Figure 2.19 shows how this low pass filter worked.

As the figure shows, the main guide for this lowpass filter is to remove the unwanted high frequency 

component of the signal ([3Hz 50Hz] in this sample case). The filtered signal is denoted as 

The filter was realised by the Digital Filter Design block in the Simulink Library. The lowpass 

filter configuration parameters are listed in Table 2.5. The passband frequency (Fpass) and stopband 

frequency (Fgtop) were set as \Hz  and 3Hz respectively. The passband ripple (Ap„ss) and stopband 

attenuation (Astop) were specified as IdB  and 2t)dB.
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Figure 2.19: Figures to show how the low pass filter works to remove the high frequency noise of the 
raw spirometer signal B̂ raŵ - Figure 2.19(a) shows the raw signal and its frequency spec
trum. The filtered signal and its frequency spectrum are shown in Figure 2.19(b). 
Note that this series of signal is the same as shown in Figure 2.17.

Magnltuda and PtMM RMporw*

MagnMuda RaaponM 
Ptiaaa Raaponaa-20

Daairad
bandwtdUi

-90 :

- 160 :

-230 '

-300

Figure 2.20: The magnitude and phase response of the lowpass filter used to remove noise of the 
spirometer signal. The desired bandwidth is marked. It can be seen that in the desired 
bandwidth, the phase-shift of the filter was around [—80° —50°].

The magnitude and phase response figure is shown in Figure 2.20. It can be seen that the lowpass 

filter will also introduce a phase-shift to the spirometer signal within the interval of [—80° —50°]. For 

the signal in the time domain, this usually leads to a delay small than 1̂ .
After this filtering processing, the high frequency noise of the raw spirometer signal is re

moved, and the signal was obtained.

Normalisation Process

After the filter processing, the spirometer signal and the IMU signal B^^  ̂ are normalised. The 

principles of the normalisation process of both signals are the same. Therefore, the signals from both 

devices are denoted as fi*.

The purpose of the normalisation process is to remove the physical unit of the signals by setting up
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B* from part i (k = IM U  or spiro)

0.5
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500 1000 2000 2500 3000 35001500 
signal index

Figure 2.21: This figure shows the maximum and minimum peaks used to normalise signals. The 
signal used was from the part i of experiment.

a new relative unit system. This new relative unit system defines the amplitude of the inspiration and 

expiration phase of quiet breathing to be 1. The signal value is then recalculated using the ratio of 1 
to the original QB amplitude.

In order to find the ratio to recalculate the signal quantities, the mean amplitude of QB signals {a) 

was first calculated from the data acquired from a signal containing only QB cycles. This signal was 

typically the recording from the part i of the experiment. Figure 2.21 shows the peak points selected 

for the normalisation process. Bfnax and were arrays of the maximum and minimum values, and 
n and m are their indices. Then

7  I
2 \ n  m

The breathing signals (5^) are normalised as by:

« - S '

(2.5)

(2.6)

where

k = (2.7)
IMU the IMU device 

[ spiro the spirometer device 

A sample signal before and after the normalisation is shown in Figure 2.22. It can be seen that after 

the normalisation, the signal B^^  ̂ is recalculated so that the amplitude of the QB phases are around 
±  1.
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Figure 2.22: A sample IMU signal shows the normalisation process, denotes the normalised
IMU signal. The bold lines in the figure indicate the quiet breathing phases, and the 
breathing pattern after the bold line is deep breathing. It can be found that after normali
sation, the amplitude of the quiet breathing phases are around ±  1, and the deep breathing 
amplitudes are recalculated.

2.2.7 M ethodology of A nalysis

Detection of Onset of Expiration and Inspiration

To evaluate the ability of the IMU to represent breathing signals in real-time, the time of each onset of 

expiration and inspiration of the IMU signal was compared with the signal from the spirometer

normalisation processing does not affect the positions of the onset of expiration and

inspiration.

Figure 2.23 shows the onset of expiration and inspiration denoted as (Texp) and {Tinsp). They are 

picked by a MATLAB m program. This program can automatically pick the zero-crossing data points 

and output both their values and indices.
The phase-shift of the onset timing (AT) is calculated by subtracting timings of the onset points of 

signal from the corresponding signal , as

A T    'rlM U  _  'pspiro
^ im s p  — ‘ insp ^insp
AT _  'rlMU ^*exp — ‘exp

rpspiro‘exp
(2 8)
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Figure 2.23: A sample series of QB data showing the detection of inspiratory and expiratory onsets.

The phase-shifts of each breathing pattern during both inspiratory and expiratory phases were anal

ysed separately. The QB pattern was analysed with the signal from part i of the experiment. Each set 

of part ii of the experiment has around 30 seconds cough pattern. They were extracted and combined 

together for analysis. Deep breathing patterns were analysed the same way. Due to the experimental 

failures described in Section 2.3.2, only the acceptable recordings were analysed. An overview of the 

recordings with 5 subjects is presented in Section 2.3,1.

The statistical method used to analyse the distribution of the phase-shift was the Box Plot, as 
shown in Figure 2.24. A box plot can provide visual summary of the five-number summary of a data 

set. They are: 1 ) the minimum (smallest observation which is not an outlier); 2) the lower quartile 

(which cuts off the lowest 25% of the data); 3) the median (middle value); 4) the upper quartile 

(which cuts off the highest 25% of the data); 5) the maximum (largest observation which is not an 

outlier). The interquartile range (IQR) is calculated by subtracting the lower quartile from the upper 

quartile. When a data value lies 1.51QR lower than the lower quartile or 1.51QR higher than the upper 

quartile, this data is considered an outlier. The outliers are marked by red -f- signs in the figures in this 

thesis. The box plot can be notched. In a notched box plot the notches represent a robust estimate of 

the uncertainty about the medians for box-to-box comparison. Boxes whose notches do not overlap 

indicate that the medians of the two groups differ at the 5% significance level. Note that this assumes 

that the distribution of both groups are normally distributed. As this assumption can not be verified 

for the data sets of the recordings, notches of the box plot in this study are not evaluated.
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Figure 2.24: An illustration showing the indicators in a notched box plot.

To ensure the data from the two devices were synchronised, the IMU data was first resampled at the 

sampling frequency of 50Hz. Speaking patterns were not analysed because they were not the main 

breathing activities we were interested in, as no stimulation was allowed during speaking.

Differentiation between different breathing patterns

One of the important characteristics of the desired sensor was the ability to represent different respira

tory patterns. All the processed recording data from both devices are shown in Appendix A. It can be 

found that amplitude is the most distinctive characteristic to differentiate different breathing patterns 
in the time domain. Inspiratory and expiratory peaks of the QB, C and DB signals were therefore 
studied.

A program was developed to auto-detect all the expiratory and inspiratory peaks, as shown in 

Figure 2.25. This program uses the inspiratory and expiratory positions detected for the analysis of 
phase-shift to accurately locate the peak values.

The data sets analysed for peak values were normalised, so that the mean peak values of the QB 

signal was around ±1 (inspiratory and expiratory). Box plots were also used in this analysis to 

summarise the distribution of the inspiratory and expiratory peak values with the QB, C and DB 
patterns.

In addition to the analysis of the amplitude of different breathing patterns in the time domain, the 

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) spectra and areas were also analysed to evaluate the signal character
istics in the frequency domain. One typical series of breathing segments of QB, cough, and DB of
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o Expiratory peaks
o  inspiratory peaks

Time [s]

Figure 2.25; The peak points of a cough sample were detected. The peak values are used for the box 
plot.

each subject were extracted from both IMU and spirometer signal. Their FFT spectra are plotted. The 

summation of the FFT value (area) was also calculated. This analysis explores the frequency details 

of both signals which can not be observed from the signal curves in the time domain. This analysis is 

also useful because the frequency domain analysis is an important aspect of the auto-detection control 
system described in Chapter 3.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Overview of the Experim ents

Experiments were carried out with 5 subjects. Each experimental session took around 40 minutes. 

They were started when subjects felt comfortable and relaxed. According to the experimental protocol 
(section 2.2.3), the recordings of each part of the experiment were indexed as i, ii-l, ii-2, ii-3 and iii. 

The original and filtered signals of every experiment with 5 subjects are shown in Appendix A.

As reported in Table 2.6, the total time of each part of the experiment, as well as total numbers 
of the recorded breathing patterns of QB, C, DB and SP were counted. The breathing numbers were 

counted by counting the number of inspirations from the spirometer signal.

2.3.2 Experimental Problem s

By comparing the IMU and spirometer signals presented in the figures shown in Appendix A, it is 

found that the IMU signals with subject 01, 04 and 05 show some unrecognisable segments during 

some of the experiments, while the IMU signals with subject 02 and 03 show a generally good result. 
The unacceptable data sets are considered as experimental problems, and they are summarised as 

follows in terms of each subject. These experimental problems are thought to be mainly caused by
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Sub. Exp. Time [̂ j number of QB number of C number of DB number of SP

i 72 7 / / /
ii-l 225 11 13 7 7

01 ii-2 219 13 8 8 6
ii-3 214 13 13 11 11
iii 139 / / / 12

i 62 21 / / /
ii-l 204 20 19 12 17

02 ii-2 204 27 19 12 16
ii-3 218 21 20 13 24
in 123 / / / 39

i 62 9 / / /
ii-l 214 13 16 4 16

03 ii-2 226 11 12 4 18
ii-3 244 11 14 4 16
iii 123 / / / 30

i 65 6 / / /
ii-l 302 15 12 5 9

04 ii-2 272 11 10 4 9
ii-3 246 11 10 4 7
iii 126 / / / 14

i 93 10 / / /
ii-l 208 11 19 5 10

05 ii-2 214 7 13 5 10
ii-3 212 13 14 9 13
iii 123 / / / 22

Table 2.6: An overview of the experiment result. The last four columns list the total number of breath
ing patterns recorded in each experiment. The breathing numbers were counted by count
ing the number of inspirations of the spirometer signal.

the loose attachment of the IMU device at the abdomen. This is discussed in Section 2.4 later in this 

chapter.

Subject 01 The signals acquired with this subject are shown in Figure A. 1-A.5. As the first exper

imental subject, signals from the first two recordings (data sets i and ii-l) did not clearly represent 

each breathing cycle. In experiment part ii-2, the IMU signals were clearer, and could be related to 

the spirometer signals.

• part i: there were some expiratory peaks that could have corresponded to the spirometer coun

terparts, but the overall signal was unrecognisable concerning the inspiratory and expiratory 

phases.
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• part ii-l: the QB signals at the beginning and in the middle were um’ecognisable. The seven 

cycles of DB were recognisable and corresponded to the spirometer counterpart. Signals during 

C could also be clearly recognised, while the signals during speaking did not show some of the 

inspiratory peaks.

• part ii-2; the IMU signal during 120-140.Î showed similar amplitudes to those of the C pattern 

while the spirometer signal showed similar amplitudes to those of the QB pattern. Other IMU 

signals were clear and corresponded to the spirometer counterpart.

Subject 02 The signals acquired with this subject are shown in Figure A.6~A.10. Most of the IMU 

signals with this subject could accurately represent each breathing cycle of different breathing activi

ties. A noticeable issue with the IMU signals was that there were some offset remaining. Meanwhile, 

it is found that the median lines of the original IMU signal generally showed a curve shape. It

was different from the median lines of the IMU signal with subject 01, which were generally straight. 

The IMU device fell off at the end of the experiment part ii-l. This led to the big trough of the IMU 

signal, while the spirometer signal looked normal.

• part ii-l: the QB signal during 120-140^ and the SC signal during 170-200^ (when the IMU 

fell off) do not represent their patterns. Other patterns can be related to their spirometer coun

terparts.

• part ii-2: the QB signal during 90-1005' and SP signal during 140-1505 have remaining offsets. 

Their onsets of both breathing phases were recognisable and corresponded to the spirometer 

signal.

• part ii-3: the QB signal during 20-305 and 90-1IO5 have remaining offsets.

# part iii: Inspiratory peaks of the IMU signal can be related to those of the spirometer signal, 

while there are remaining offsets through the whole segment.

Subject 03 The signals acquired with this subject are shown in Figure A.l 1-A.15. The IMU signals 

with this subject represented the onsets of both breathing phases accurately compared to the spirom

eter signals. The amplitudes of the IMU signal during DB and C activities were not as distinctively 

higher than those of the QB signals as those of the spirometer signals. Moreover, there was one 

ripple in every IMU inspiratory phase during DB, while the spirometer signals were smooth. The 

experiment ii-2 and iii-3 were split because the spirometer device was turned off automatically during 

experiment. The signals of the split parts were combined afterwards. The time index of the splitting 

position was around 1025 in ii-2 and 1555 in ii-3.

Subject 04 The signals acquired with this subject are shown in Figure A.16-A.20. Due to an 

experimental mis-manipulation, the sample frequency of the IMU recording was set as 50Hz when
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it should be lOHz. The data was resampled to lOHz for the processing. It was found that the IMU 

signals were mostly umecognisable, except for the DB and C signals.

Subject 05 The signals acquned with this subject are shown in Figure A.21-A.25. Most onsets of 

both breathing phases of the IMU signal were recognisable compared with those of the spirometer 

signal. The amplitudes of the IMU signal during DB activities were lower and more irregular than 

those of the spirometer signals. Due to the spirometer failure, the data recorded in part ii-l was split 

at around 1425 and combined aftei-wards.

part i: Although the inspiratoiy and expiratory peaks could be related to the spirometer signal, 

the IMU signal did not have distinctive transitions in terms of inspiration and expiration.

part ii-l; Apart from the signal noise, the onsets of both respiratory phases were recognisable 

and corresponded to the spirometer counterpart except for the speaking pattern. The IMU 

signal during DB activities during 50-1005 had decreased amplitudes, while the spirometer 

signals showed stable amplitudes.

part ii-2: The amplitudes of the IMU signals during DB activity were not distinctively higher 

than those of the signals during QB activity. On the contrary, the spirometer signal showed 

distinctively higher DB amplitudes than the QB ones.

part ii-3: The IMU signal during the DB activity at the end showed irregular and low ampli

tudes, while the spirometer signal showed stable ones.

•  part iii: The IMU signal was not distinguishable in terms of amplitude.

A summary of the experimental problems of the recorded data is shown in Table 2.7. Due to the 

experimental problems found from the recordings, only the acceptable data sets (shown in the table) 

were used for the analysis of phase-shift and amplitude of the signals from both sensors. Some of the 

unacceptable data sets were used for the analysis of the frequency characteristics of the signal. They 

are indicated in Table 2.7.
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Sub. Exp. Detection of breathing onsets Amplitude of DB and C Used for analysis

i bad / NO
ii-l medium medium frequency only

01 ii-2 good good YES
ii-3 good good YES
iii good / frequency only

i good / YES
ii-l medium good YES

02 ii-2 good (offset) good YES
ii-3 good (offset) good YES
iii medium (offset) / frequency only

i good good YES
ii-l good medium YES

03 ii-2 good good YES
ii-3 good medium YES
iii good / frequency only

i medium / frequency only
ii-l bad C medium (DB good) frequency only

04 ii-2 bad C medium (DB good) NO
ii-3 bad C medium (DB good) NO
iii bad / frequency only

i bad / frequency only
ii-l medium medium NO

05 ii-2 good medium YES
ii-3 good medium YES
iii medium / frequency only

Table 2.7: A summary of the experimental problems of the recorded data. Refer to the details of the 
experimental problems with the IMU recordings with 5 subject Section 2.3.2. The accuracy 
of the IMU signal to represent onsets of both breathing phases and forced breathing activi
ties (C and DB) are evaluated as “good”, “medium”, and “bad”. All the data sets recorded 
from the experiments are shown in Appendix A (from Figure A .l to A.25). “Good” indi
cates that most of tire IMU data corresponded to the spirometer data. The experimental data 
is marked as “medium” when there were some segments of unacceptable signals. “Bad” 
signals were totally unacceptable IMU signals. The data set was considered acceptable 
for the analysis of phase-shift and amplitude when it was at least evaluated as good once. 
The data sets which were evaluated as “frequency only” were only used for the freqeimcy 
domain analysis discussed in Section 2.3.4.
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Figure 2.26: Box plots of the phase-shifts during different breathing activities and respiratory phases 
with all the subjects. Note that there are some recordings which are not included in this 
analysis due to the experimental problems.

2.3.3 D etection of O nset of Expiration and Inspiration

The phase-shifts between the signals from the two sensors were analysed during different breathing 

activities and different respiratory phases. The data sets with all subjects were analysed together for a 

group study. In addition, the recordings with each subject were analysed separately for case studies.

A. Group Results

The box plots of the group result are shown in Figure 2.26. It should be noted that the QB data consists 

of the recordings part i with subject 02 and 03, and the C and DB data consist of the recordings part 

ii-2,3 with subject 01, 05 and part ii-l,2,3 with subject 02 and 03. The negative phase-shift indicates 

that the IMU signal proceeded the spirometer signal, and vice versa. The group result showed that all 

the IQR (acquired by subtracting the lower quartile from the upper quartile, as shown in Figure 2.24) 

of all the box plots were within the interval [-0.5 0.5]j. Box plots of the QB signals had the smallest 

phase-shift ranges while the box plots of the C signal had the largest. Most of the boxes of the phase- 

shift crossed the zero line, except for the inspiratory sets during QB pattern and the expiratory sets 

during C pattern. They lay in the negative ranges.

Quiet Breathing The boxes of the QB activity during inspiration and expiration presented in the 

figure show small values and ranges. Medians of the phase-shifts were both negative, while the spread 

of the expiratory phase-shifts was approximately symmetrical at zero and the box of the inspiratory
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phase-shifts was within the range of [-0.5 0]5. The largest outlier in the inspiratory data sets was 

around O.85, while there was a 1.55 outlier in the expiratory data sets. There were a total of 5 outliers 

spread within the interval [-1 1.5]5 in the QB data sets.

Cough The boxes of the phase-shifts during the cough activities are the largest among the three 

breathing patterns. The medians of both data sets during the inspriatory and expiratory phases were 

negative. While the range of the phase-shift during the inspiratory phase was within [-1 1]5, most of 

the phase-shifts during the expiratory phase lay within the interval of [-0.5 0]5. There was no outlier 

in the inspiratory data sets, while the largest outlier in the expiratory was at around I5. Most of the 

outliers in expiratory phases were due to the data sets with subject 05. This can be seen from the case 

studies described later.

Deep Breathing The range of the phase-shifts during both respiratory phases were approximately 

symmetrical at zero. Both boxes lie within the interval [-0.5 0 .5]5. There were a large number of 

outliers in the inspiratory data sets within the interval [0.5 1.5]5, which was due to the data sets with 

subject 05. In addition, outliers in the expiratory data sets around —15 were due to the data sets with 

subject 03. They can be seen from the case studies described later.

B. Case Studies

Due to some abnormal outliers in the box plots of the results of the group study, case smdies were 

carried out among individual subjects. The case studies among the data sets from subject 01, 02, 

and 03 confirmed that the phase-shift between the two signals during expiratory phases of cough 

activities tended to be negative. This indicated that during the expiratory phase of cough activities, 

the IMU signal proceeded the spirometer signal. The phase-shifts witli all the data sets with subject 

05 generally tended to be positive.

Subject 01

The data sets ii-2 and ii-3 with subject 01 were analysed. Thus no phase-shift analysis during QB 

activity is presented. The box plot results are shown in Figure 2.27.

The figures show that the phase-shifts during inspirations of the C and DB patterns with subject 01 

were approximately symmetrical at the zero line and within the interval [-0.3 0 .3]5. There was only 

one outlier at around 0.45 In the inspiratory box plots. While the spread of the phase-shifts during the 

expiration of the C pattern lay within [-0.25 0]5, the spread of the phase-shifts during the expiration 

of the DB pattern lay with within [0 0 .5]5. The largest outlier of the four box plots with subject 01 

was at around I5 (from the expiratory phase-shift during the C pattern).
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Figure 2.21 \ Box plots of the phase-shifts during the inspiratory and expiratory phases of C and DB 
activities with subject 01. The acceptable data sets with subject 01 were ii-2 and ii-3, 
therefore no phase-shift during QB activity was analysed.

Subject 02

The data sets which were analysed for subject 02 were i, ii-l, ii-2 and ii-3. The box plot result are 

shown in Figure 2.28.

The phase-shifts with subject 02 had the smallest range among all the data sets with the 4 subjects 

that were analysed. Including the outliers, the phase-shifts during all the analysed data sets with 

subject 02 were within the interval [-1 Ija. The box of the expiratory data set during DB pattern was 

symmeti'ical at the zero line and within [-0.2 0.2]j, while all the other boxes lied in negative intervals. 

The intervals of the QB pattern (both respiratory phases) and the DB pattern during inspiratory phase 

were around [-0.2 0]5, while the intervals of the C pattern (both respiratory phases) were around [-0.6 

-0,4]5.

Subject 03

The data sets which were analysed for subject 03 are i, 11-1, ii-2 and ii-3. The box plot results are 

shown in Figure 2.29.

The phase-shifts during expirations of the DB pattern had a large range from -Ix to 0.55. Other 

ranges of the phase-shifts with subject 03 were within the interval [-0.5 0.5]5. The phase-shifts during 

expirations of the C activity were all negative while the phase-shifts during expirations of the QB 

activity were all positive. Other boxes all crossed the zero-line.
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Figure 2.28: Box plots of the phase-shifts during different breathing activities and respiratoiy phases 
with subject 02. The data sets which were analysed are i, ii-l, ii-2 and ii-3.
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Figure 2.29: Box plots of the phase-shifts during different breathing activities and respiratory phases 
with subject 03. The data sets which were analysed are i, ii-l, ii-2 and ii-3.
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Figure 2.30: Box plots of the phase-shifts during different breathing activities and respiratory phases 
with subject 05. The acceptable data sets with subject 05 are ii-2 and ii-3, therefore no 
phase-shift during QB activity is analysed.

Subject 05

The data sets which were analysed for subject 05 were ii-2 and ii-3. Therefore no phase-shift data 

during the QB activity is presented. The box plot results are shown in Figure 2.30.

The figures show that most of the phase-shifts with subject 05 were positive and within the interval 

[0 1.5] .̂ The median of the phase-shift data set during inspirations of the DB activity was as high 

as 0.7.S, and this box plot had a large range of distribution with the upper limit at around 1.5j. This 
abnormal distribution resulted in the large outliers in the group box plot.
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2.3.4 Differentiation Between Different Breathing Patterns

The ability of the breathing signals acquired from the IMU device to represent different breathing 

patterns was evaluated in both time and frequency domain. In the time domain, the peak values 

dui'ing different breathing patterns were compared. In the frequency domain, the FFT spectra were 

used to analyse different breathing patterns.

There were two recorded breathing patterns which were not analysed by the methods described 

above. They were the single cough (SC) and speaking (SP) patterns. The SC pattern was included 

mainly to see the reaction of the device to rapid and random changes of different breathing patterns. 

The magnitude change of the IMU signal could verify the ability of the IMU to react to rapid and 

random changes of the breathing patterns. The SP patterns were not particularly analysed, as the 

amplitude of the sensor signal during this activity changed in a complex way.

A. Time Domain Analysis to the Signals

In the time domain, in order to investigate the ability of the IMU to differentiate between breathing 

patterns, the expiratory (positive) and inspiratoiy (negative) peak values of C and DB patterns were 

evaluated by a box plot. The distribution of the peak values during QB pattern was also analysed to 

compare the two sets of signals from both devices. The analysis for peak values was carried out with 

all the acceptable data sets. No case studies were carried out as the peak values were easy to observe 

from the signal figures shown in the appendix.

The box plots are therefore shown with QB, C and DB signals separately. Acceptable data sets 

with different subjects were combined in terms of breathing patterns. With each pattern, the boxes 

representing the IMU and spirometer signals are shown in a group.

The group results show that the spreads of the magnitudes of the spirometer and IMU signals are 

generally within the same range. It could also be found that the IQRs of the IMU signal were larger 

than the spirometer ones, indicating that the IMU was more sensitive to movement.

1. Peak Values with the Quiet Breathing Pattern

The box plots of the data sets of the peak values with the QB signals are shown in Figure 2.31 

The figures show that the medians of the peak values with the QB signals were around ±1 during 

inspiration and expiration. The range of the distributions of these data sets were generally as small as

0.5. The positions of the two boxes of the two sensors are similar. One large outlier (—2) existed in 

the data sets of the IMU signal during the QB inspirations.

2. Peak Values with the Cough Pattern

The box plots of the data sets of the peak values with the C signals are shown in Figui'e 2.32

The figures show that the boxes of the peak values with the cough pattern lied around ±5 during 

inspiration and expiration. The difference between the ranges of both boxes with the two devices
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Figure 2.31 : Box plots of the data sets of the peak values with the QB signals. The data set used 
consists of the data set i with subject 02 and 03. The dashed lines indicate normalised 
value of ±  1 and 0.
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Figure 2.32: Box plots of the data sets of the peak values with the C signals. The data set used consists 
of the data set ii-l, ii-2, ii-3 with subject 02 and 03, and ii-2, ii-3 with subject 01 and 05. 
The dashed lines indicate normalised value of ±1 and 0.

during inspiration was small. In the group of expiratory peaks, the lower outlier of the spirometer 

signal and the minimum value of the IMU signal were as low as 1, while the upper outliers of the
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Figure 2.33: Box plots of the data sets of the peak values with the DB signals. The data set used 
consists of the data set ii-l, ii-2, ii-3 with subject 02 and 03, and ii-2, ii-3 with subject 
01 and 05. The dashed lines indicate normalised value of ±1 and 0.

spirometer and IMU signal are as high as 10. Apart from the outliers, the boxes of the signals from 

both sensors shared similar ranges. It can be seen that the boxes of the IMU data sets are slightly 

larger than the boxes of the spirometer data sets.

3. Peak Values with the Deep Breathing Pattern

The box plots of the data sets of the peak values with the DB signals are shown in Figure 2.33

The figures show that the boxes in each group have similar ranges. However the maximum of 
the IMU signal during inspiration and the minimum of the IMU signal during expiration fall in the 

interval of [-1 0] and [0 1 ] (indicating lower peak values than the QB patterns). It can be found that 

the spirometer maximum during inspiration and minimum during expiration were also as low as — I 
and 1. Apart from this phenomenon, it can be seen that the peak values during the DB activity were 

not as high as the C peaks.

B. Frequency Domain Analysis of the Signals

To evaluate the frequency characteristics of the signals from both devices, frequency spectra of spec

ified breathing patterns were calculated. The summation (area) of the magnitude of the frequency 

spectrum was also calculated as this was one of the frequency characteristics in the detection system 

discussed in Chapter 3. Figure 2.34 shows a sample frequency spectrum analysis of the cough pat
tern from subject 01. Table 2.8 lists the results from frequency spectrum and area analysis for each 

subject. It was thought that, although the time domain of the signal was not good, it was possible that 

the frequency domain of the signal could show some accurate breathing information, such as the FFT 
area.
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(a) IMU Cough sample
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(b) Spirometer Cough sample

Figure 2.34: Frequency spectra and areas of one series of the cough sample from subject 01. M (/) 
denotes the magnitude of the FFT spectrum.

Subject 01 Subject 02 Subject 03 Subject 04 Subject 05

IMU spiro IMU spiro IMU spiro IMU spiro IMU spiro

QB 692 923 863 932 1082 1092 900 732 2032 1585

T[s] 60 60 50 50 80

C 1426 2242 4565 3284 2472 2317 2347 2196 2831 2183

T[s] 25 27 27 40 31

DB 1956 2509 906 1206 1691 1215 4259 1332 2944 1557

30 31 40 47 48

SP 2603 1935 1988 2782 3564 2355 2152 2461 2182 1389

T[s] 120 120 110 110 110

Table 2.8: Summary of the FFT frequency spectrum analysis of different breathing pattern samples.
M ( / )  denotes the magnitude of the FFT spectrum, and T denotes the period of the sig
nal which is analysed. A sample view of the cough pattern from subject 01 is shown in 
Figure 2.34. Note that pattern SP include both the reading and talking pattern.

In the results for subject 01-04, the FFT areas from both sensors of the QB breathing patterns were 

distinctively smaller than other patterns. At the same time the relationship between the areas of C, 

DB and SP patterns varies sharply both for the IMU and spirometer signal. In the spectra areas of 
the IMU signal for subject 02, the areas during cough were much larger than DB and T patterns. For 

subject 01 and 03, the T pattern had the largest spectra areas. In case of subject 04 and 05, DB pattern 

had the largest spectra areas.
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Figure 2.35: Speaking signals from both sensors in both time and frequency domain. Left plots show 
the signal in time domain. Right plots show their frequency spectra. This is from the 
experiment part iii of subject 03.

C. Single Cough Pattern

The single cough (SC) pattern was included in the part ii of the experiment mainly for testing the 

reaction of the sensor to abrupt breathing pattern change.

Most of the original signals from both sensors showed that the SC activities were mostly accu
rately presented. This confirmed that the IMU device was able to represent rapid pattern changes 

(from QB to C). Sample data recordings from both devices including the SC patterns can be found in 

Appendix A.

D. Speaking Pattern

Speaking patterns (include reading and talking) were not statistically analysed. One sample of the 

speaking patterns were shown in Figure 2.35 along with their frequency spectra. It can be seen that 

the signal was similar to with respect to time and frequency domain.
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2.4 Discussion

2.4.1 Phase-shift between the Airflow at the Mouth and the Abdomen Movement

The plots of the group results presented in Figure 2.26 show that most of the phase-shifts (AT) of 

signals from the two devices were within [-0.5 0.5]s'. This indicates that when the breathing signal 

was used to determine the onset of stimulation, the phase-shift of the two devices could be limited to 

the range [-0.5 0.5]s'.

The sign of the phase-shift indicates which signal proceeds the other one. There were certain 

causalities between the movement of the abdomen and the airflow at the mouth. This causality exists 

in certain breathing activities and certain respiratory phases. There were also breathing situations 

where no causality between the two signal existed. In this case, the sign of the phase-shift was 

beyond prediction.

Physiological Analysis of the Causality between the Movement of the Abdomen and the 

Airflow at the Mouth with Neurological Intact People

Positive phase-shift AT  indicates that signal proceeds signal and vice versa. Which

signal proceeds the other depends mainly on the causality of the movement of the abdomen (d) and 

the airflow at the mouth during certain breathing patterns.

Figure 2.36 shows the causalities between the diaphragm, abdomen and the airflow at the mouth 

during different breathing situations. There is no causality between the airflow at the mouth and the 

movement of the abdomen during inspiration and quiet expiration, as both of them are the result of 

the diaphragm movement. When forced expiration (expiration of the C and DB activities) occurs, the 

contraction of the abdominal muscles will lead to the exhalation of the airflow at the mouth. Thus, 

during expirations of cough and deep breathing, the movement of the abdomen causes the aii-flow at 

the mouth. The physiological explanation of this causality is presented in the following paragraphs.

As discussed in Section 1.1, during inspiration of neurologically intact people, diaphragm is the 

primary muscle [2]. The diaphragm contracts from a flat sheet to a dome-shape sheet during in

spiration. On the one hand, the volume of the thorax is increased by this contraction, and then the 

intra-thoracic pressure is decreased, thus the air is sucked in. On the other hand, the contraction of 

the diaphragm increases the intra-abdomen pressure, hence the volume of the abdomen is increased. 

Therefore, and B ^ ^  are both the result of diaphragm movements during inspiration ~ they

don’t have causalities.

During quiet expiration of neurological intact people, the primary expiratory muscles, the abdomi

nal muscles, are not usually used, i.e. this expiration process is passive. The recoils of the diaphragm 

and the thoracic cage pull back the diaphragm, hence reverse the inspiration process. In this ease, 

there is no causalities between the movement of the abdomen and the airflow at the mouth.

The expirations of forced breathing activities such as cough and deep breathing are active pro

cesses. Abdominal muscles are primary expiratory muscles. They pull the abdomen inwards directly,
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Figure 2.36: A flowchart of the respiratory cycle of neurologically intact people. During inspiration 
and quiet expiration, airflow at the mouth (signal and the movement of abdomen 
(signal are both result of the diaphragm movement. During forced expiration
(cough and DB), the airflow is the result of abdomen movement.

thus the diaphragm upwards, reversing the inspiration process. During these breathing activities, the 

movement of the abdomen causes the airflow at the mouth. The IMU signal therefore should proceed 

the spirometer signal (phase-shift AT negative).

Analysis of the Phase-shift Results

The group results and case results (except with subject 05) of the phase-shift analysis showed that 

the phase-shifts during expiratory phases of the cough activities were mainly negative. This result 

corresponds with the conclusion that the abdominal movement caused the airflow at the mouth. The 

result with subject 05 did not correspond with this conclusion. But it was found that most of the 

phase-shifts with this subject were positive (Figure 2.30). The result of the phase-shift with subject 

05 was therefore considered an abnormal result.

The group results of the phase-shift during the expiratory phase of DB activities showed an approx

imately symmetrical distribution at the zero phase-shift. The case results with each subject confirm 

that the phase-shift during this activity did not always lie in a negative interval as expected. A pos

sible reason for this result is that the deep breathing activity was not as strong as the cough activity. 

Thus dru'ing the DB activities, the abdominal muscles may not have been used actively. During the 

experiment, the subjects were asked to take a breath as deep as possible, without specific requirement 

for a strong exhalation. It was observed during the experiments that in the expiratory phases of deep 

breathing, subjects tended to exhale in a relaxing way. On the other hand, during the expiratory phases
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of coughing, strong abdominal contraction tended to be necessary. One evidence of this explanation 

is that, signals during deep breathing were generally smaller than the signals during the coughing, as 

shown in the original signals presented in the figures in the appendix. Another possible cause was that 

the subjects may have used the intercostal muscles during DB. In this cause, the air flow at the mouth 

was directly caused by the contraction of the intercostal muscles, instead of the backward movement 

of the diaphragm caused by the contraction of the abdominal muscles. Therefore, the phase-shift 

between the air flow at the mouth and the abdominal movement would be decreased.

During the breathing situations where no causality between the abdominal movement and the air

flow at the mouth existed, the results from both group study and case studies show an uncertain 

distribution in tenus of the sign of the phase-shifts. This uncertainty was expected.

Analysis of the Abnormal Results

There are four abnormal results found in the box plots of the phase-shifts. They are: i) one large 

outlier (at around 1.5j) in the box plot of the expiratory phase during QB activity; ii) large spread of 

outlier (from 0.5.y to 1.5c) in the box plot of the inspiratory phase during DB activity; hi) large outliers 

(at around -Is) in the box plot of the expiratory phase during DB activity; iv) generally positive phase- 

shift values in the data sets with subject 05. The first three abnormal result can be found in the group 

results shown in Figure 2.26. The forth one can be found in the case result with subject 05 shown in 

Figui'e 2.30. By analysing both the group and case results, it was found that all these four abnormal 

results were only related to certain data sets with subject 03 (problem i and iii) and 05 (problem ii and 

iv). The result with subject 01 and 02 were generally acceptable and expected.

A. Abnormal Results with Subject 03

One abnormal result with subject 03 was that there was one large phase-shift in the data set i with this 

subject. The signals from both devices of this data set are shown in Figure 2.37.

The large phase-shift occurred at the last breathing cycle recorded with this experiment, as marked 

in the figure. The positions of the two expiratory onsets marked by the round markers show that this 

phase-shift was a big delay of the IMU signal. It can be seen that the signals of this last breathing 

cycle were distinctively larger and longer than the previous ones. Moreover, there were unusual signal 

changes during the last inspiration, while the previous ones were all smooth. In Figure A. 11 in the 

appendix, it can be seen that the median line of the last breathing cycle was distinctively lower than 

the previous ones. Therefore, one possible cause of the delay of the IMU signal is that, during this last 

breathing cycle, the subject slightly moved the body as he took a stronger breath. The body movement 

moves the median of the IMU signal and introduces a delay to the IMU signal.

Another abnormal result with subject 03 was that the phase-shifts during expiration of DB activities 

have a large spread from -Is to 0.5s. The DB signals from both devices are shown in Figure 2.38. 

Note that this series signal of deep breathing activity consists of the DB segments of data sets ii-1,
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Figure 2,37: The abnormal large phase-shift between the signals from the IMU and spirometer device 
with the data set i with subject 03. The abnormal expiratory onsets with both signals are 
marked in the figures.

ii-2 and ii-3 with subject 03.

The figure shows that there was a small oscillation during most of the onsets of expiration (marked 

by round markers). The onset positions of these expiratory phases were therefore selected manually. 

These oscillations were the causes of the large spread of the phase-shifts. The signals with subject 

03 presented in Figure A.12-A.14 in the appendix show that there were no such oscillations during 

the cough phases. It is therefore thought that this subject may habitually hold the breath for a short 

time after he takes a deep breath. The breath holding allows small abdomen movement, which causes 

the oscillations. When in the coughing activities, the signal shows that the inhalation was stronger 

and quicker, leading to instant exhalations. This breath holding process was thought to cause this 
abnormal result.

B. Abnormal Results with Subject 05

The main abnormal problems found in the data sets with subject 05 were that most of the phase-shifts 

with this subject had large positive values (IMU signal lagged behind the spirometer signal). The 

large phase-shift values during the expiration of deep breathing activities caused the abnormal issue 

ii. The signals during the DB activities with this subject are shown in Figure 2.39.

It can be seen from Figure 2.39 and the figures of the original signals with subject 05 in appendix 

(Figure A.21-A.25) that the IMU signals were “flatter” than the spirometer signals. Also during some 

continuous breathing activities, the IMU signal was not as stable as the spirometer signals. The weak
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Figure 2.38: The abnormal spread of phase-shift between the signals from the IMU and spirometer 
device with the DB signals with subject 03. Note that this series signal of deep breathing 
activity consists of the DB segments of data sets ii-1, ii-2 and ii-3 with subject 03. It can 
be seen that most of the expiratory onsets of the IMU signal have small oscillations.
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Figure 2.39: Signals from both devices during the DB activities with subject 05. The onsets of both 
inspiratory and expiratory phases of the IMU signal generally lagged behind those of the 
spirometer signal.
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signals recorded from the IMU could be contributed to the attachment of the IMU at the abdomen. 

The belt to which the IMU was attached may not have been worn tightly enough by the subject, so 

that the detection of the movement of the abdomen was not sensitive. This loose attachment of the 

IMU device to the abdomen could have resulted in the delay of the IMU signal, i.e positive phase- 

shifts. Another possible cause of the positive phase-shift was tliat the subject may have habitually 

used intercostal muscles during the expirations. When the intercostal muscles dominate the breathing 

activity, the movement of the abdomen could become less active and strong. Thus, the detection of 

the movement of the abdomen weakens and have delays.

Phase-shift of the Signals with Tetraplegia

The relationship between the flow at the mouth and the movement of the abdomen could be more 

complicated in tétraplégie individuals, due to the different damage level to the diaphragm. For in

stance, for tetraplegia individuals who have partial or complete paralysis in abdominal muscles, when 

the expiration of forced breathing activity (C and DB) takes place, the abdomen is pulled inwards 

passively by the diaphragm recoil instead of actively muscle contraction. The level of phase-shift in 

tetraplegia cases needs to be evaluated.

2.4.2 Detection of Different Breathing Patterns

A. Signal Characteristics In Time Domain

The results of the analyses of the amplitudes of QB, C and DB signals (Figure 2.31-2.33) showed that 

the IMU sensor had similar ability to differentiate different breathing activities by detecting different 

signal amplitudes to the spirometer sensor.

The IQRs of the magnitudes of the signals during C and DB activities were higher than the QB 

ones. This can be explained by the fact that during C and DB activities, the body movements were 

stronger.

The amplitudes of the DB signals from both devices were lower than those of the C signals. This 

may be because that subjects breathed less strongly during DB activities than the C activities. This 

explanation can also be verified by the discussion about the uncertain sign of the phase-shifts during 

expirations of the DB activities, presented in Section 2.4.1. The possible cause for the uncertain 

sign of the phase-shift during expirations of the DB activities is that the abdominal muscles were not 

actively used during the expiration.

During the same breathing activities, the spread of the amplitude of the IMU signals was larger 

than the spread of the spirometer signals. This indicated that the IMU device was more sensitive to 

the movement than the spirometer.

The box plots of the amplitudes during DB activities (Figure 2.33) showed some imexpected results. 

The amplitudes of the inspiratory and expiratory IMU signals both overlapped with the interval [-1 

1], which were the amplitude range of QB. The cause of this unexpected result can be contributed to
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the IMU signals with subject 05 (Figure A.22-A.24). As discussed in the previous section about the 

phase-shift analysis, the IMU signals recorded with subject 05 were “flatter” than the spirometer ones. 

This was thought to be contributed to the loose attachment of the IMU to the abdomen. The loose 

attachment also made the IMU recording inaccurate in terms of amplitudes, leading to the unexpected 

low amplitudes during DB activities.

B. Signal Characteristics In Frequency Domain

In the frequency domain, as shown in Table 2.8, both spirometer and IMU signals had markedly 

distinctive FFT area with QB signals (except for subject 05). The FFT areas with QB signals were 

smaller than the other FFT areas with C, DB and SP activities. This is because that the flow-rate 

during QB activity was lower than during the other activities such as DB and C. The fact that such 

difference can be represented in the FFT areas of signals from both sensors demonstrates the ability 

of both sensors to represent breathing signals with correct frequency.

The unexpected high frequency area during QB activity with subject 05 could be attributed to the 

loose attachment of the IMU device and the sensitivity of the sensor. When the IMU was loosely 

attached at the abdomen, the movement of the abdomen could have been deteeted by the IMU sensor 

less accurately. On the other hand, the loosely attached belt at the adbomen could lead to unwanted 

vibration of the IMU sensor. This small vibration could be detected by the IMU sensor, leading to the 

high-frequency noise. Such high-frequency noise could be seen through all the IMU signals shown 

in the appendix (Figure A.21-A.25).

2.5 Issues and Further Work

2.5.1 A ttachm ent o f the IMU to the Abdom en

It was found from analysing the IMU signal in both time domain (Section 2.4.1) and frequency do

main (Section 2.4.2) that the attachment of the IMU device is important to acquire correct and accurate 

breathing signals from the movement of the abdomen.

The IMU signals during the QB activity with subject 01 (Figure A.1-A.5) and 04 (Figure A.16- 

A.20) were found to be much less recognisable than the signals during DB and C activities. This 

phenomenon was particularly obvious witli IMU signals with subject 04. It can be found that although 

most of the IMU signals with subject 04 during QB activity were noisy and unrecognisable, the IMU 

signals during DB activity were as good as the spirometer ones. This phenomenon can be caused by 

the fact that the attachment of the IMU to the abdomen was not tightly fixed, the movements of the 

abdomen during QB were not accurately acquired by the IMU as the movements were not intense. 

When deep breathing occurs, the movements of the abdomen are more intense and stronger, which 

tends to be easier detected by the IMU.

Pre-experimental tests for the attacliment of the IMU are therefore needed for future studies. Such
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tests can be a recording with the breathing patterns from the experiment part ii. The attachment of the 

IMU will be adjusted until the IMU signal are as accurate and correct as the spirometer signals.

2.5.2 Additional Sensor to Detect the Chest Movement

It was discussed previously that one of the possible causes for the inaccurate recordings from the 

IMU is that the subject may use the intercostal muscles habitually. In this case, the movement of tlie 

chest wall could be stronger than the abdomen. It is therefore of interest to detect the movement of 

the chest as well as the abdomen.

The detection of the chest movement can be achieved by using another set of IMU and belt around 

the chest. Further experiments should be conducted with both the IMU devices around the abdomen 

and the chest at the same time. Analysing the strength and the phase-shift of the two signals may 

find certain breathing activities with certain subjects where breathing signals can be more accurately 

represented by the movement of the chest than the movement of the abdomen.

2.5.3 Additional Sensor to Eliminate Unwanted Body Movement

An obvious dr awback of the detection of the moveiuent of the abdomen by the IMU device is that the 

sensor detects every movement that it senses. This means that it detects the overall body movement 

as well as the abdominal movement. As a result, the experiments in tlris study require subjects to sit 

still during the recording, allowing only the abdominal movement during breathing activities. The 

unwanted body luovement can lead to inaccuracy of the IMU signal. This can be seen in the IMU 

signal with subejct 02 shown in Figure A.8. At the end of this recording the IMU device fell off the 

belt, leading to incoiTect recordings.

Using another sensor to detect the movement of the body is thought to be a way to eliminate the 

detection of unwanted body movements. When a “pure” body luovement is recorded by another 

sensor, the “piu'e” movement of the abdoiuen can be obtained by subtracting the body movement 

signal from the abdomen signal. It is also of interest to demonstrate whether the combination of the 

detection of the movements of the chest and the abdomen can obtain the pure abdomen movement. 

The unwanted detection of the body movement are also presented by the shift in zero-line of some of 

the recordings.

2.5.4 Different Situations with Tétraplégie People

All the subjects with this study are neurologically intact people. The difference of the respiratory 

system between tétraplégie people and neurologically intact people needs to be considered.

It is important to ensure that the movement of abdomen of tetraplegia people can represent respi

ration. The situation can be more complicated in tetraplegia people due to different extent of damage 

to the respiratory system. When the respiratory accessory muscle, intercostal muscles, are paralysed, 

the rib cage may have paradoxical inward motion during inspiration [5], limiting the movement of
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abdomen. Troyer has observed during active expiration [42] and cough process [40] in tetraplegia 

subjects, that there were negligible changes in abdominal dimension but marked and reproducible 

decreases in the dimension of the upper rib cage, because of the clavicular portion of the pectoralis 

major. Additional chest sensor is therefore considered to be important for tétraplégie people. Experi

ments with tétraplégie people and additional chest sensor are tlierefore desired to carry out.

2.6 Conclusions

Experiments with 5 neurologically intact people have been carried out to evaluate the ability of an 

IMU device attached at the abdomen to detect breathing signals. A spirometer is used as well to 

acquire breathing signals from the aiiffow at the mouth. This signal from the spirometer is used as 

reference to evaluate the signal from the IMU sensor.

It is found that the attachment of the IMU sensor at the abdomen can affect the accuracy of the 

signal acquired by it. Inaccurate recordings can be caused when the IMU device is attached at the 

abdomen loosely. Pre-experimental tests with the attacliment are therefore thought to be needed for 

the future experiments.

The phase-shifts between the acceptable signals acquired by the IMU sensor and the spirometer 

are analysed. The results indicate that the good phase-shift between the two signals can be limited to 

the interval [-0.5 O.Sjs'. The negative phase-shifts during the expiratory phase of coughing activities 

coiTespond with the physiological fact that the abdominal muscle contraction causes the airflow at the 

mouth.

The amplitudes of breathing patterns of QB, DB and C of the signals from the IMU and spirometer 

are also analysed (with the acceptable signals). The IMU sensor can differentiate between differ

ent breathing activities with different signal amplitudes. The fi'cquency analysis result which shows 

distinctive small FFT areas with QB activities also indicates the ability of the IMU sensor to detect 

different respiratory activities. This ability of the IMU sensor is found to be similar to that of the 

spirometer in both the time and frequency domain, except that the amplitudes detected by the IMU 

are more variable. This is thought to be caused by the fact that the IMU sensor is more sensitive to 

movements.

The IMU signals during the SC and SP activities presented in the figures shown in the appendix 

confirm that the IMU sensor can detect different respiratory activities. The IMU signals during SC 

activities show the sensor reaction to rapid change of respiratory activities (between QB and C). 

Compared with the corresponding spirometer signals, the IMU signals are also distinctive during the 

speaking activities.

The analyses above suggest that the IMU sensor can be considered to be a portable and convenient 

alternative to the spirometer sensors. Further work should involve experiments with tétraplégie sub

jects. In addition, additional sensors should be considered to analyse the movement of the chest wall 

and to eliminate the effects of the body movement.
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3 The Algorithm of the FESAM Control System

Summary

This chapter introduces the automatic control system for FESAM. A basic control system is first in

troduced. Based on the basic control system, a multi-characteristic control system is developed to use 

multiple characteristics of the breathing signal to detect breathing patterns. The basic control system 

and the multi-characteristic control system are evaluated by analysing the data from the experiments 

discussed in Chapter 2.

3.1 Background and Introduction

No matter whether the breathing signal is acquired from the spirometer or IMU device, it is analysed 

by the control system for FESAM, as shown in Figure 3.1. The main tasks of the control system 

are to; i) detect the respiratory patterns in real-time; ii) detect the trigger points for different patterns 

(e.g. onset of the expiration during quiet breathing or when coughing); iii) generate corresponding 

stimulation signals for the electrical stimulator at the trigger point. The stimulation signal can control 

the stimulator when and how long the electrical stimulation will be generated. For FESAM, the 

electrical stimulation is needed to start at the beginning of the expiratory phase for quiet breathing 

and at the end of the inspiratory phase for coughing, and stop at the end of expiratory phases.

As shown in Figure 3.2, the period of signals for one detection cycle is from the previous expiration 

to current inspiration. Due to the limitation of analysing signals in real-time, the system analyses past 

signals.

A basic control system (BCS) is first developed to perform the tasks mentioned above. On base of 

BCS, a multi-characteristic control system (MCCS) is developed to enhance the detection of breathing

trigger
signal

breathing 
signal (S)

Stimulator
IMU
or

Spirometer

BCS
or

MCCS

Figure 3.1: The overall structure of the control system for FESAM. The breathing signal acquired 
from the IMU or spirometer is analysed by the basic control system (BCS) or multi- 
characteristic control system (MCCS) to generate trigger signals for the stimulator.
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rious expiration
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Figure 3.2: Illustration showing one detection cycle for the characteristic detection of the breathing 
signal. For the detection of the breathing pattern at the end of this detection cycle, the 
period from previous expiration and current inspiration is analysed.

patterns. Both systems are implemented in the Simulink (Mathworks, United States) environment 

[81]. The following sections introduce these two systems.

3.1.1 The B asic Control S ystem  (BCS)

A basic control system (BCS) was developed in previous studies [53]. This control system detects 

quiet breathing (QB), coughing (C) and speaking (SP) patterns by comparing some characteristics 

of the breathing signal with pre-set thresholds. C pattern was detected by analysing the inspiratory 

breathing signal values. QB pattern was detected by analysing the cross-correlation between the 

current breathing cycle and a QB cycle reference. The breathing activity will be detected as SP when 
both C and QB are negated.

The algorithm of the BCS is illustrated in Figure 3.3. The processed breathing signal B is analysed 

by two main detection blocks which detect QB and C patterns separately. If the C pattern is confirmed, 
a trigger signal for C pattern will be generated at the trigger point for stimulation. The trigger point 

for cough is usually before that for QB. As a result, the detection of cough has the priority over the 

detection of QB. The NOT block in the figure is therefore added to overwrite the QB trigger. When 

QB pattern is confirmed, the QB trigger is generated only when the C pattern is not confirmed at 
the trigger point. When neither C nor QB is registered, the control system will not generate any 

stimulation trigger. In the figure, the speaking pattern represents this case.

The details of the BCS are discussed in [53]. In the later content of this chapter, some of the 
algorithm of the BCS will be described when necessary.
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y  Breathing Signal

Trigger 
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AND

NOTAND

P u lse  length  
fo rQ B

AND

DELAY  
for C

P u lse  length  
for C

Trigger  
Point 
for C

Figure 3.3: A flow chart showing the algorithm of the basic control system (BCS), When the C detec
tion block confirms the cough pattern, the C trigger will be generated after a short delay 
at the right trigger point. The QB trigger is generated the same way, except when the 
cough detection is confirmed at the same time the QB trigger is overwritten. QB, C and 
SP denote quiet breathing, cough and speaking respectively.

3.2 The Multi-characteristic Control System (MCCS)

In the BCS, the main characteristics of the breathing signal which are used for detection are its deriva

tive, sign change, and cross-correlation with the reference signal. Detection errors exist with the al

gorithm of the BCS. For example, the detection of QB or C can be missed when the key threshold is 

not crossed. Or, mis-detection (such as detects SP as QB) happens when the key threshold is crossed.

Due to the complicated variations of breathing signals during different activities, it is thought that 

using more characteristics of the breathing signal can increase the accuracy of the detection. A Multi

characteristic control system (MCCS) is therefore developed.

With the algorithm of the MCCS, QB, C and SP patterns are detected by confirmation of multi

threshold crossings. This algorithm can avoid the errors caused by detections based on sole threshold- 

crossing. The MCCS is designed to be able to set different priorities to threshold-crossings of dif

ferent characteristics. This makes the algorithm of the MCCS flexible to different breathing signals 

from different patients, because it is found that some characteristics can be more distinctive with the 

breathing signals from some subjects than others. By setting the priorities properly, the algorithm of
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Figure 3.4: A flowchart showing the structure of the multi-characteristic control system (MCCS).
There are two parts of this system. The first part (i) detects the breathing pattern and the 
second part (ii) generates corresponding stimulation trigger. The first part of this system 
analyses multi-characteristics of the breathing signal and uses a stateflow structure to 
detect the breathing pattern. Note that when breathing status is detected as “others”, as 
shown in the figure, the result is linked to a terminator.

the MCCS can also revert to the algorithm of the BCS. The MCCS is therefore an enliancement of 

the BCS.

With the MCCS, some new aspects of the signal are used, such as the FFT power area of the 

breathing signal. Combined with the characteristics used in the basic model, a total number of six 

characteristics of the breathing signal are analysed by a flowchart (stateflow) structure in the control 

system.

A flowchart illustrating the structure of MCCS is shown in Figure 3.4. The input signal can either 

be the signals from the IMU or the spirometer. Then different characteristics of the breathing signal 

are analysed by different sub-systems (represented by one block in the figure). Each characteristic 

analysis will output a binary value either 0 or 1 to the sub-system of “decision flowchart”. This 

sub-system analyses the binary values by a stateflow structure, and outputs the decision whether the 

breathing pattern is QB, C or others. Because it is not suitable to stimulate when people are speaking, 

the stimulation trigger is only generated when the QB or C pattern is confirmed.

It should be noted that DB pattern was included in the experiment with the IMU device to evaluate 

its ability to record different breathing patterns. While the MCCS is not specified to detect DB 

patterns, this pattern is preferred to be detected as QB rather than C.

3,2.1 Typical Breathing Signals of Different Patterns

Before discussing the characteristics of the breathing signal, it is helpful to look at typical signals 

of the four breathing patterns -  QB, DB, C and SP. Figure 3.5 shows a series of samples of these 

patterns. They are extracted from the second set of the part ii experiment with subject 02 (described 

in Chapter 2) with the spirometer signal. The time scales of each pattern are the same, and the signals 

are not compressed or stretched.

The figure shows that QB signals have relative low inspiratory and expiratory magnitude values, 

while the DB and C signals have large ones. It can also be noticed that the C signals are sharper
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Figure 3.5: Typical breathing signals of QB, DB, C and SP breathing patterns. They are extracted 
from the spirometer signals of the second set of the part ii experiment with subject 02 
(described in Chapter 2). The time scales of each pattern are the same, and the signals are 
not compressed or stretched.

than the others, due to the fast air exchange. The speaking signals have noisy and irregular expiratory 
phases.

3.2.2 The A nalysis of the C haracteristics of Breathing Signal for Detection

Six characteristics are selected in this thesis. They are:

•  I. Magnitude of inspiratory signal.

•  II. The cross-correlation value of the present breathing cycle and a reference cycle of QB pat
tern.

•  III. The FFT power area over a certain length of the preceeding signal.

•  IV. The magnitude of expiratory signal during previous breathing cycle.

•  V. The number of previous expiratory peaks.

•  VI. The derivative of inspiratory signal.
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These characteristics are selected for the following reasons;

$ I. Similar to the BCS algorithm. The magnitude of breathing signal can be high during the 

inspiratory phase of coughing patterns.

• II, Similar to the BCS algorithm. The cross-correlation between the ongoing breathing cycle 

and a QB reference cycle shows the similarity of current breathing signal to the QB pattern.

• III. This analysis calculates tlie area of the FFT magnitude over a certain period of the preceed

ing breathing signal. It is found that stronger activities such as cough and deep breathing tend 

to have larger areas of the FFT magnitude. Comparing this characteristic can therefore help to 

differentiate C and DB from QB pattern.

• IV. In order to differentiate C from DB and QB patterns, this characteristic is used. Because 

during the expiratory phase of a cough, the maginitude of breathing signal is often distinctively 

higher than those of QB and DB patterns.

• V. The number of expiratory peaks during speaking are higher than those of DB and C. The 

analysis of this characteristic can therefore help to differentiate SP from DB and C.

• VI. similar to the BCS, this analysis helps to differentiate C from DB and QB. Because a quicker 

and intenser inspiration is often needed for coughing.

Note that the analyses of characteristic IV and V are based on signals from preceeding breathing 

cycles. Assumption that the breathing activity is not changed is needed.

The analysis of the characteristics of the breathing signal is to compare them with their pre-set 

thresholds. Therefore, in this thesis, there are six sub-systems for the analyses and comparisons. 

Their outputs are binary values of either 0 or 1.

I. Magnitude of Inspiratory Signal Sub-system

This sub-system is designed to differentiate C from QB pattern. During the inspiratory phases of C 

pattern, the magnitude of breathing signal can reach higher values than those during QB. A threshold 

is set in such a way that the breathing signal during the inspiration of C can cross while the breathing 

signal during the inspiration of QB cannot. As the breathing signal during inspiration is negative, the 

threshold for this sub-system is a negative value. The binaiy ouput of this sub-system is expected to 

be 1 during C and to be 0 during QB. Note that DB pattern also has high magnitude during inspiratory 

phases, therefore the output 1 can represent DB as well.

The algorithm of sub-system I is similar to the “C Detection” block of the BCS shown in Figure 

3.3. The Simulinlc structure of this sub-system is shown in Figure 3.6.

The threshold for the inspiratoy signal is denoted as THi„sp. As the inspiratory signals are negative, 

when breathing signal B{k) exceeds the threshold, their relationship should be B{k) < THi,jsp.
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Figure 3.6; The structure of the sub-system I which analyses the magnitude of inspiratory signal.
THinsp denotes the threshold for the inspiratory signal. Note that the inspiratory signal 
is negative. When the breathing signal B exceeds the threshold, this sub-system outputs 
Yi„̂ ,p — 1. The first unit delay block (^) resets the integrator when expiration starts, and 
the second unit delay block delays the output one sample point. The second delay avoids 
missing the trigger point at the beginning of expiration.

In one detection cycle, the threshold-crossing of the magnitude of the breathing signal needs to 

be held until the end of current cycle. The threshold-crossing status is reset at the beginning of next 

detection cycle. This holding structure is realised by a integrator.

The integrator is a Forward Euler discrete-time integrator. It has two inputs. As shown in the 

figure, the top Input is the input signal which the integrator integrates, and the bottom input is the 

external reset input whose reset method is set as rising. The initial condition and gain value of the 

integrator are set as 0 and 1, respectively. With these settings, the integrator integrates and outputs 

the input signal from 0. When the reset input signal is rising, say from 0 to 1, the integrator resets. 

Therefore when its input /i(/c) changes from 0 to 1, its output f i ik )  starts to integrate from 0. The 

integration resets itself when the breathing signal is positive, i.e. the expiration begins. The integrator 

used in this thesis is typically for holding an instant signal for a certain amount of time. A unit delay 

block is used to avoid missing the trigger point at the begiiming of expiration.

At the end, a unit delay block delays the outputs signal by one sample period. This can also avoid 

missing the trigger point at the beginning of the expiration. The whole process can be expressed in 

the following equations;

/ i W
1 if 5(/c) < THi„,p
0 otherwise

(3.1)

/■ m  =  |  t l M k ) d k  i f B ( / c - l ) < 0
'  '  \  ! i jV k ) d k  i f 5 ( / c o - l ) > 0

1 i f  fi{k ) > 0 

0 otherwise

(3.2)

(3.3)

( 3 . 4 )
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c ro s s 
correla tion

Figure 3.7: The stmcture of the sub-system which analyses the cross-correlation of the breathing sig
nal with QB reference signal. TH^corr denotes the threshold for the cross-correlation. 
The cross-correlation value is calculated with the QB reference signal and the preceding 
signals of B{k) over a nominal breathing cycle.

Where k  and Icq denote sample instants. Icq is the sample instant where the inspiratory signal exceeds 

its threshold.

The breathing signal is normalised before analysis. Therefore, setting the inspiratory threshold 

THinxp < - 1  leads to the output signal Yj„sp — 1 when non-QB breathing activities (C, DB or SP) 

occur. On the other hand, Yi„sp — 0 cannot necessarily indicate the confirmation of QB, because 

it is not necessary that every speaking or coughing activity needs deep inspiration, especially with 

tétraplégie individuals.

II. Cross-correlation Sub-system

This sub-system is designed to detect QB pattern. The current breathing cycle is compared with a QB 

cycle reference. Their similarity is represented by the cross-correlation. The threshold for this sub

system is set as a certain value of the cross-correlation. By comparing the current cross-correlation 

with this threshold, during QB, the binary output of this sub-system is expected to be 1.

The structure of sub-system II is shown in Figure 3.7. THxcon- denotes the threshold for the cross- 

correlation value.

The “cross-correlation” block in the figure calculates the cross-correlation between the current 

breathing cycle and the reference cycle. A brief introduction to the concept of cross-correlation is 

needed.

The cross-correlation measures the similarity between two series of signals. Its value is within 

the interval of [-1 1]. When the cross-correlation approaches 1, it indicates that the two signals are 

similar; when it equals -1 indicates the two signal have a phase difference of 180°; while the value of 

0 indicates that the two signals are not correlated.

The QB reference signal is denoted as R{k). This reference signal has one phase of inspiration and 

expiration successively. It is obtained by averaging a number of QB signals pre-recorded. The length 

of this reference signal is denoted as N. The N  data points preceding the current breathing signal B{k) 

are therefore used to compare with R{k). The cross-correlation X{k) is calculated as:
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Figure 3.8: The structure of the sub-system which analyses the area of the FFT magnitude of the 
breathing signal over a certain period.

X{k) (3.5)

The cross-correlation value X(/c) is within the interval [-1 1], by its definition. When it approaches 

1, the current breathing activity is considered to be identical to the QB reference. The threshold for the 

cross-correlation THxcon- is usually set larger than 0.3. Due to the calculating procedure, the cross

correlation maximises at the end of current inspiration, therefore the outcome of the comparison 

between the X{k) and THxcon- doesn’t need the integrator block to hold. The process of this sub

system can be expressed in equations as follows:

Yxcorr {k) — J\ — (3.6)
1 if  W(^) >

0 otherwise

This sub-system can distinguish QB pattern from the others. In practice, it is found that the cross

correlation values of the speaking pattern are most distinctive from those with QB pattern.

ill. FFT Area Sub-system

This sub-system is designed to differentiate C from QB pattern. It calcinates the FFT magnitude of 

certain points of the breathing signal and sum them up. The summation is understood as the FFT 

area. This magnitude area value is compared with a pre-set threshold. This threshold is selected in 

such a way that the FFT area during C can cross it while that during QB camiot. The binary output of 

sub-system III is therefore expected to be 1 during C.

The stmcture of the FFT area sub-system is shown in Figure 3.8. The outcome of the comparison 

is held by an integrator until the beginning of expiration.

The FFT area analyses can be found in Section 2.3.4. In Figure 3.8, the block which outputs the 

power area is a customised sub-system which calculates FFT magnitude and its area. Due to the 

definition of FFT algorithm, the length of the signal to be calculated should be 2" (n =  1,2,3,4- - ■)• 

The length of the picked signal needs to be longer than the average length of a breath. When the 

sample frequency is 50Hz, 256 data points (256 x 0.02 =  5.12j) is thought to be an appropriate 

period (longer than a normal breath) to calculate FFT magnitude.
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Figure 3.9: The sub-system which calculates FFT magnitude and its area of the breathing signal over 
a certain period. D(4/c) is the down-sampled breathing signal; A(/c) is the delayed signal 
of D(4lc) which can then be input to the Magnitude FFT block to calculate the FFT mag
nitude; F(/c) is the FFT magnitude of the down-sampled signal D(4/c); F„(/c) is the output 
of the selector block which extracts the first n data points out of each column of the signal 
F(/c); Signal 5'(4/c) is the FFT magnitude area of the down-sampled signal D(4/c).

The FFT magnitude area sub-system is shown in Figure 3.9. During system tests, it is found that 

the system tends to run slowly when the Magnitude FFT  block calculates over 256 data points. A 

Down Sample block is therefore used to resample the breathing signal at the rate of 4 times lower. 

This block resamples 256 data points into 64 ones. The Delay Line block delays the signal D(4/c) so 

that a series signal over the period of 64 data points are calculated by the Magnitude FFT  block. The 

Selector block allows only the first n data points of the 64 points of FFT magnitude to be summed 

by the Matrix Sum. The Repeat block is used to resample the down-sampled sum signal 6’(4/c) back 

to S{k). In practice, it is found that the usage of Down Sample can effectively quicken the system 

calculation while introduce little effect on the comparison.

The process of the FFT area sub-system can be expressed by the following equations:

0 otherwise

. o .s )

0.9,
( 0 otherwise

YfFT{k) = f i { k - I )  (3.10)

Where /c, Iiq denote sample instants, and /cq is where the delayed breathing signal becomes positive 

(beginning of expiration). THfft is the pre-set threshold for the FFT area.

It is found that the FFT magnitude area of C patterns is usually larger than those of other breathing 

patterns. This is because cough usually has larger breathing signals and quicker changes of them, QB 

signals have relatively low FFT area values.

It is also found that this FFT area characteristic can help to differentiate SP from QB patterns. 

However, the threshold set for differentiating C from QB is not suitable, as the FFT area of the SP
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Figure 3.10: The sub-system which analyses the magnitude of the previous expiratory signal. This 
analysis predicts the current breathing activity assuming that the previous activity is the
same.

activities is lower than that of the C pattern. Therefore, a different threshold for differentiating SP 

and QB is set. This sub-system therefore has two thresholds, denoted as THppj  and THppj.

IV. The Magnitude of Previous Expiratory Signal Sub-system

It is found that even though the inspiratory breathing signals of the cough pattern may be low, the expi

ratory signals can be large due to the fast exhalation. This sub-system detects large expiratory signal 

from the previous expiratoiy phase. The assumption is that the breathing activity is not changed. 

Thus, this sub-system predicts the quantity of the current expiratory signal. The predicted expiratory 

signals are compared with its threshold. The threshold is selected in such a way that C pattern is al

lowed to cross while QB pattern is not. The structure of the sub-system which analyses the magnitude 

of previous expiratory signal is shown in Figure 3.10.

The structure of this sub-system is similar to the sub-system I which analyses the magnitude of in

spiratory signal. An integrator is used to hold the comparison outcome with the expiratory threshold 

until the begirming of expiration. The process of this sub-system can be expressed by the following 

equations:

M k )
1 if  B{k) > TH^,p 

0 otherwise

f ( k )  =  i  t D i i k ) d k  i t B { k - \ ) < 0  
\  l t f ' ( l^ )d k  i f S ( / c o - l ) > 0

f s W  =
I if/2(/c) > 0 
0 otherwise

(3.11)

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)

Where k, /cq denote sample instants, and /cq is where the delayed breathing signal becomes positive 

(beginning of expiration). THexp is the pre-set threshold for the expiratory signal.
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Figure 3.11: The sub-system which counts the peak number of the previous expiratory signal.

The threshold for expiratory signal is set to be large so that only the expiratory signal during the 

cough activity can exceed it. Therefore, the output of this sub-system can be used as a decision factor 

to confirm cough.

V. The Sub-system which Counts Previous Expiratory Peaks

The typical breathing signals shown in Figure 3.5 show that during expiratory phases, QB, C and 

DB usually have not more than two peaks, while SP signals have more regional peaks. This is a 

distinguishable characteristic of the breathing signals during speaking activities. The task of this sub

system is to count the peak numbers of the breathing signal during expiratory phases. During each 

detection cycle, the counted peak numbers are compared with a pre-set threshold. The comparison 

outcome is hold until the end of one detection cycle. The structure of this sub-system is shown in 

Figure 3.11.

The peak of the magnitude of the breathing signal during expiratory phase corresponds to a zero 

crossing of its derivative. This zero crossing can be received by the Counter block as an trigger 

event at the Clk port. A low pass filter is applied to the breathing signal before counting to avoid 

counting small peaks due to the signal noise. The digital filter is a HR Butter worth low pass filter, 

with parameters of Fpass — 0.2Hz, Fgtop = 1.5Hz, Apass — IdB and A^top =  20dB. The filtered signal 

is denoted as B/{k)  in the figure. The D i f  ferentiator in the figure is a discrete filter block which 

calculates the difference of signal 5/(/c). This can be express as:

(3.15)

Where k is the sample instant. Note that5^(/c) =  0 when k — l.

The counter needs to count only during expiratory phases. Therefore, the sign o f the breathing 

signal needs to be detected. The difference of the breathing signal is only analysed by the counter
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when its sign is detected as positive. This ftinction is realised by the the blocks of Sign, Saturation 

and Product, and be explained by the following equations:

f 1 if R(/c) >  0

/ i ( / c ) =<  0 if5(/c) =  0 , (3.16)

[ -1  i f ^ ( / c ) <0

The Sign block outputs 1 for positive B{k), - 1  for negative B{k) and 0 for 0 input.

- ‘ • d r
The Saturation block limits the range of signal /} (k). The upper and lower limits of J\ (/c) are set in f  

and eps. The value eps can be understood as a tiny figure close to 0. When signal f \ (/c) is below this 

value, the output (k) is clipped to eps.

;%(/() (3.18)

The Product block actually clips signal B'j{k) to eps when B{k) is negative (inspiratory phase).

\  eps% 0 if ̂ (/c) < 0

The main block in this sub-system is the Counter block. Clk (J-i {k)), Rst and Hit are its input, 

reset and output port, respectively. The counter block increments (or decrements) an internal counter 

{Cnt{k)) each time it receives a trigger event at the C//cport. The value of the internal counter is output 

at the Cnt port, which is not used in this sub-system and comiected to a terminator. The trigger event 

in this sub-system is set as “either edge”. This means that either the signal at port Clk (Jz{k] from the 

figure) changes from negative to positive or the other way around will be treated as a trigger event. A 

pre-set threshold for the peak number (THp^ak) is set in the block. When the internal counter exceeds 

this threshold, a binary signal 1 will be generated at the Hit port. A trigger event at the Rst port will 

reset the internal counter to its initial state.

The process of the Counter block can be expressed as:

/ # )  =  (  '  (3.20)
[ 0 Otherwise

When the internal counter {Cnt{k)) exceeds its threshold, the Hit port outputs 1. It should be noted 

that the internal counter Cnt[k) returns to 0 when the reset value f^{k) has a zero crossing.

The holding structure which holds the signal fs{k) value until the end of a detection cycle is the

same as those in the sub-systems described previously:

(3.21)
\ k,Mk)dk i f B ( / c „ - l ) > 0
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/ # )  =  { '  (3.22,
( 0 otherwise

(3.23)

Where k, Icq denote sample instants, and /cq is where the delayed breathing signal becomes positive 

(begimiing of expiration).

Some of the main internal signals during some sample QB and SP activities are shown in Fig

ure 3.12. The top figure shows the original breathing signal B{k), the low pass filtered signal Bf{k), 

and the undelayed output of this sub-system fi{k).  The bottom figure shows the internal counter 

Cnt[k) and the saturated derivative of signal Bf{k). It can be seen that during the inspiratoiy phases, 

signal f i{k)  is approximately 0, due to Equation 3.18. The internal counter increments when fi{k)  

has a zero-crossing. The pre-set threshold for the peak number is 2 in this example. It can be seen 

that when Cnt{k) exceeds 2, the output signal f]{k) is generated and held until the start of expiration.

While this sub-system is mainly used to distinguish the SP pattern from others, its analysis is

based on the preceding expiratory signals. Therefore, the assumption that the breathing activity is not 

changed is also needed in this sub-system.

VI. The Sub-system which Analyses Derivative of Inspiratory Flows

This sub-system is designed to detect fast inspirations. The breathing activities which can cause 

intense inspirations are C, DB and SP.

The derivative of the breathing signal is calculated and compared with a pre-set threshold. The 

outcome of the comparison is held until the end of one detection cycle. The binary output of this 

sub-system is expected to be 0 during QB. The structure of this sub-system is shown in Figure 3.13.

The process of this sub-system can be expressed by the following equations:

/ .W  =  ( '  * 4 ( 0  --* (* -5 )  < n r .., , (3.24)
( 0 otherwise

Where k denotes sample instants. Note that the output of the differentiator is 0 when k < 0. The 

differentiator calculates the derivative of the breathing signal by subtracting every 5 data points. Cal

culating the difference between every 5 points instead of the successive points is to avoid errors 

introduced by the unexpected data points in the signal, e.g. signal noise.

/2 W  =  l . r  .  . p .25 .
! ^ M k ) d k  i f B ( i - - i ) < o

!)„fx{k)dk i f B ( i „ - l ) > 0  

Where /cq is the sample instant where the delayed breathing signal exceeds 0, i.e. expiratory phase 

begins.
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Figure 3.12: Signals showing the process of the sub-system which counts the peak numbers of ex
piratory signal. In the top figure, signal is the undelayed output signal of this 
sub-system. B/(k)  is the filtered signal by a low pass filter. It can be seen that this 
sub-system detected the speaking pattern from the preceding expiratory signals. In the 
bottom figure, the signal fdiJc) is the saturated derivative of the filtered breathing signal. 
It shows that during inspiratory phases, its value is approximately 0. When this value has 
a zero-crossing, the count value Cnt{k) increments. Cnt{k) resets to 0 at the beginning 
of every expiration. Note that signal fs ik )  is multiplied by 30 to fit the figure.
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Figure 3.13: The sub-system which analyses the derivative of the breathing signals during inspiratory 
phase.

M k )
1 i f f2 { k )> 0

0 otherwise

^insjr{k) — h { k  — I)

(3.26)

(3.27)
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III (V FFr(f<]} -

IV (yexpf/<j)~~
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VI (Y insp  ( f ^ ~

The decision 
flowchart

Figm-e 3.14; Illustrations showing the inputs and outputs of the decision flowchart sub-system of the 
MCCS. This flowchart analyses the outputs of the sub-systems described in Section 3.2.2 
and generates signals which indicate whether the current breathing activity is cough or 
quiet breathing, or others such as SP. The outputs Cô(/f), Qb Qc) and SP indicate the 
attempt to cough (when Çs(/c) — 1) or quiet breathing Qsik) = 1 or other breathing 
activities such as speaking.

The value of the derivative of breathing signals dur ing inspiratory phases depends on how fast the 

inhalation process is. In the inspiratory phase of cough activity, the inhalation is usually faster than 

that during the inspiratory phase of QB activity. This can be seen from the typical breathing signals 

shown in Figure 3.5. The inspiratory phase of the speaking activities is typically lower than that of 

cough activities and higher the QB ones. Therefore, this sub-system can distinguish QB from C and 

SP patterns.

Note that the detection of threshold crossing of this sub-system occurs in the first (descending) 

half of the inspiratory phase, while the detection of trigger point for cough occurs in the second 

(ascending) half.

3.2.3 The Decision Flowchart Sub-system which Analyses the Outputs of the 

Sub-systems which Analyses the Signal Characteristics

One of the differences of the MCCS to the BCS is the decision flowchart sub-system. As shown in 

Figure 3.14, this decision flowchart analyses the outputs of the sub-systems which analyses the signal 

characteristics. This flowchart sub-system checks breathing activities using the characteristics of the 

breathing signal. The output signals of this stmcture are signals for QB and C attempt (Qsik) and 

Cg (/:)). QB is confirmed when Qsik) =  1 and C is confirmed when Q(/c) =  1. SP (or other activities) 

is confirmed when Qsik) — Cg(Æ) =  0.
The structure of the flowchart sub-system is shown in Figure 3.15. The start point of the flowchart 

is when the breathing signal becomes negative (during inspiration). When the flowchart works, the 

result from the characteristic sub-system I which analyses the inspiratory signal is analysed. When the
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inspiratory breathing signal of the current phase exceeds its threshold, the current breathing activity is 

considered not to be QB. If the inspiratory breathing signal does not exceed its threshold, the current 

breathing activity is thought to be any possible activities (QB, C and SP). This is because it is found 

that some of the coughing and speaking signals can be as small as the quiet breathing signals. The 

second level of the flowchart analyses the result from the sub-system VI which analyses the derivative 

of the inspiratory signal. If this result shows that the derivative of the inspiratory signal exceeds its 

threshold, the breathing activity is not QB. After this level, the breathing activity is considered either 

to be cough or speaking (left side of the flowchart), or quiet breathing or speaking (right side of the 

flowchart).

To distinguish between the cough and speaking pattern, the results of the sub-system Ill(a) (FFT 

power area), IV (previous expiratory signal) and V (number of previous expiratory peaks) are anal

ysed. A high FFT power area result confirms the current breathing signal to be cough, while a low 

FFT power area result may represent cough or speaking pattern. If the previous expiratoiy signal is 

high, the current breathing activity is expected to be cough, assuming the breathing activity is not 

changed. When the result of the sub-system IV is 0 (no high previous expiratory signal), the cough 

and speaking patterns will be differentiated by the result of the sub-system V. Large number of peaks 

of the expiratory signal during previous breathing phase confirms the current breathing activity to be 

speaking, assuming the breathing activity is not changed, otherwise the current breathing activity is 

considered to be cough.

To distinguish between the quiet breathing and speaking pattern, the results of the sub-system II 

(cross-correlation), Ill(b) (FFT power area) and V (number of previous expiratory peaks) are anal

ysed. If the cross-correlation of the current breathing signal and the reference signal is smaller than 

the threshold, the signal will be considered to be speaking. If the cross-correlation is higher than the 

threshold, the exceeding of the FFT power area confirms the current breathing activity to be speaking. 

Same as the analysis to differentiate cough and speaking, the last level of the flow chart to differentiate 

quiet breathing and speaking analyses the result of the sub-system V.

The outputs of this flowchart sub-system is the confirmation of the breathing activity -  QB, C or 

SP. When the speaking pattern is confirmed, both outputs of the QB and C ports are 0.

3.2.4 Generation of the Stimulation Trigger

This part of the system generates stimulation trigger signals for cough or quiet breathing accordingly. 

The stimulation trigger needs to be generated at the right time and have a pulse-length which indicates 

the length of the stimulation. These features of the stimulation trigger are processed by the “Trigger 

Point”, “DELAY” and “Pulse length” blocks of the BCS shown in Figure 3.3 on page 66.

In the MCCS, these three blocks are integrated in the “Stimulation trigger generation” block as 

shown in Figure 3.4 on page 67. The algorithm of this block is remained. Refer to previous papers 

for details.
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Figure 3.15: The structure of the flowchart sub-system. Note that sub-system Ill(a) and Ill(b) have 
the same structure. They use different thresholds to differentiate C and SP from QB 
patterns.

3.3 Testing the Multi-characteristic Control System (MCCS)

As an enhancement to the BCS, the performance of the MCCS is tested. Two tests are conducted.

The first one uses both the MCCS and BCS to analyse the same breathing signals. The thresholds 

for the BCS are first optimised. Then the corresponding thresholds for the MCCS are set to the same 

values. By changing other thresholds for different signal characteristics, the system performance is 

evaluated. This test is focused on the detection of SP patterns.

The other test uses only the MCCS. The signals from the experiment with the IMU and spirometer 

are analysed by the MCCS. By optimising the thresholds for signals from different subjects, the 

MCCS performance with various types of breathing signals is evaluated.

3.3.1 Improvement of the Detection of Speaking Patterns by the MCCS

At the time, the MCCS analyses six characteristics of breathing signals to detect QB, C and SP, while 

the BCS analyses two of them. By using the decision flowchart, the MCCS has a more sophisticated 

detection algorithm. In this section, the improvement by the MCCS to detect SP patterns is presented.
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In previous experience, SP patterns can be mis-detected as C or QB in various situations. This is 

due to the variations of the breathing signal during different speaking situations. For example, the 

breathing signals during the inspiratory phases of a shout can be similar to those of coughing. When 

speaking quietly, the inspiratory signals can be similar to QB ones. With the algorithm of the BCS, a 

shout can be detected as cough and the quietly speaking can be detected as quiet breathing.

When using the detection results from the control system to generate the electrical stimulation for 

FESAM, mis-detecting SP as QB or C will lead to unwanted stimulation. This is worse than missing 

stimulation (miss-detecting QB or C), as the electrical stimulation can disturb the process of speaking, 

or make patient luicomfortable.

The sub-system V of the MCCS is specifically designed to improve the detection of SP patterns. It 

is found that in most cases of speakings, no matter how the inspiratory phases vary, their expiratory 

phases share a common feature. That is dm-ing the expiratoiy phases of speak, regional peaks are 

distinctively high. The sub-system V counts the regional peaks during every expiratory phases and 

compare them with a threshold. The successive respiratory cycle will be detected as SP if the threshold 

is crossed. This detection is based on the assumption that the breathing activity is not changed.

One sample test is presented with the spirometer data ii-2 with subject 01 (as described in Chap

ter 2). The settings of the thresholds for the BCS and MCCS are shown in Table 3.1. The shared 

thresholds (I and II) are set to the same values. The threshold for sub-system V is set to 4, which 

means that when the peaks exceed 4 during the previous expiratory phase, the present breathing cy

cle will be predicted to be speaking. Other parameters are chosen to distinguish between different 

breathing activities most effectively.

The detection results with both systems are shown in Figure 3,16. The inspiratory phases of the 

SP pattern with this signal are similar to the C patterns. It is hard to differentiate them by comparing 

only the magnitude of inspiratory signals. This causes that all the SP patterns are detected as C with 

the BCS (Figure 3.16(a)).

Most of the SP patterns are detected correctly with the MCCS (Figure 3.16(b)). The first speaking 

cycle is not detected because the sub-system V can only predict successive breathing cycles. This 

also causes that the QB pattern after the last SP pattern is mis-detected as SP.

3.3.2 Testing the MCCS with the IMU and Spirometer Signals

The ability of the MCCS to detect breathing activities is evaluated with the IMU and spirometer 

signals from the experiments discussed in Chapter 2.

The evaluation tests the system accuracy with different data sets acquired from both the spirometer 

and the IMU. This test can also further evaluate the IMU signal for its suitability to be used for the 

automatic control system for FESAM.

The tests use the acceptable data sets with the 5 subjects (refer to Table 2.7 on page 44). The 

system parameters, the six thresholds for the six sub-systems, are adjusted with data sets with different 

subjects and devices.
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Threshold BCS MCCS

I 2 2

II 0.3 0.3

Ill(a) - 200

Ill(b) - 130

IV - 10

V - 4

VI - -1

Table 3.1: Thresholds set for the test with both BCS and MCCS to improve the detection of QB, 
C and SP patterns. Note that the signals are all normalised before the testing. Refer to 
Section 3,2.2 for details of the sub-system.

The acceptable data sets with each subject are analysed separately with constant system parameters. 

For the data sets with subject 02 and 03, a cycle of quiet breathing reference is calculated with data 

sets i (a series of quiet breathing), as they are acceptable. For the data sets with subject 01 and 05, as 

the data sets i are not acceptable, the quiet breathing references were calculated with acceptable quiet 

breathing segments selected from the data sets ii.

The six thresholds for the six sub-systems are tested with all the data sets with each subject. Each 

threshold is chosen in such a way that the sub-system can differentiate certain breathing activities 

most effectively. Due to the different characteristics of the IMU and spirometer signals, the thresholds 

are adjusted accordingly. The decision of each threshold was made by testing a number of different 

values, and choosing the one which made the detection most accurate. Each sub-system has a display 

block which can show the analysed characteristic. A sample view of the display block for the sub

system V is shown in Figure 3.12 in Section 3.2.2. This figure shows the breathing signal along 

with the numbers of the peaks during previous expiration. In this example, if the threshold for this 

sub-system is set as 2, the QB patterns can be distinguished from the SP patterns.

After the thresholds are chosen, they are used constantly with all the data sets with the same subject. 

The total numbers of the QB, C and SP breathing activities are counted. The recorded results include 

the numbers of: i) QB cycles which have correct stimulation triggers; ii) C cycles which have correct 

stimulation triggers; iii) SP cycles which have stimulation triggers either for C or QB. The first two 

results evaluate the ability of the system to detect QB and C activities and generate right stimulation 

trigger signals. The third result shows the ability of the system to differentiate speaking activities, 

where no electrical stimulation is allowed.

The SC and DB breathing activities are not evaluated with the MCCS. The reason is that: i) these 

two activities are included mainly to test the sensitivity of the IMU device to rapid change of breathing 

activities; ii) the MCCS does not have specific parameters for these two activities, thus the results are
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(a) Detection results of the BCS.
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(b) Detection results of the MCCS.

Figure 3.16: Detection results of the BCS and MCCS with a sample spirometer signal. Refer to 
Section 3.3,1 for the configurations of the two systems. In the bottom figures, the mag
nitudes of the trigger signal for the QB pattern is set 1.2 and that for the C pattern is set 1 
to distinguish. The stimulation trigger in the upper figures show either the trigger signal 
for the QB or C pattern, along with the signal. The MCCS has detected the five speaking 
patterns, while the BCS mis-detected them as C pattern. Note that the shared thresholds 
of the two system are set the same

not optimised; iii) they can represent breathing activities other than the QB, C and SP ones in a general 
sense. Thus, this is a further work which requires the system to deal with various breathing activities
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Threshold

Subject 01 Subject 02 Subject 03 Subject 05

IMU spiro IMU spiro IMU spiro IMU spiro

I 2 2 2 2 2 2 2.5 2

II 0.5 0.3 0.7 0.6 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.5

III 200

IV 2 3.5 3 3 1.8 3.5 3 3.5

V 4 4 3 3 6 4 4 4

VI -0.5 -1 -1.5 -1.5 -0.5 -0.5 -1.5 -1.5

Table 3.2: Summary of the thresholds of the six sub-systems for the tests of the MCCS with the data 
sets from the IMU and spirometer. Note that the breathing signals are normalised before 
the testing. Refer to Section 3.2.2 for details of the sub-system.

that are closer to the daily life,

3.4 Results of the Tests Using MCCS to Analyse the Signals from both 

the IMU and Spirometer Device

3.4.1 System Parameters with All the Data Sets

The system parameters which are adjusted are the six threshold values, shown in Table 3.2. Refer 

to Section 3.2.2 for details of the six sub-systems and their thresholds. The thresholds are chosen in 

such a way that the sub-system can distinguish different breathing activities most effectively. All the 

data sets were normalised before the testing.

The threshold I is for the characteristic of the magnitude of inspiratory signal. For most subjects, 

this threshold is set to 2 (IMU test with subject 05 is 2.5), as the average inspiratory peak value is 1 

due to the normalisation. Threshold II is for the cross-correlation between the current breathing cycle 

and a QB reference signal. For most subjects, this threshold is set larger than 0.5. The threshold II of 

the IMU test with subject 03 is set to 0.2. The third threshold is set to 200 for every data set. This 

threshold is for the FFT area. It is found that most of the FFT areas during the C activity are larger 

than 200, while those during the QB activity are distinctively smaller than 200. The threshold IV is 

for the magnitude of expiratory signal. This threshold aims to detect previous coughs, which have 

large magnitude during expiratory phases. During the test, it is found that the expiratory peaks during 

coughing activity varies with different data sets, die thresholds are therefore set accordingly. The fifth 

threshold is for the peak numbers of the previous expiratoiy signal. The breathing cycle whose peak 

number is higher than this threshold is considered as speaking pattern. This threshold is set to more 

than 3. When the signals are noisy, QB signals can have more than one expiratory peaks, therefore 

the threshold for the peak numbers is set higher, e.g. 6. The last threshold (VI) is for the derivative
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Quiet Breathing Cough Speaking

Subject IMU spiro IMU spiro IMU spiro

01 7/19 11/19 14/16 16/16 5/15 0/15

02 38/67 59/61 40/42 40/42 7/57 0/57

03 20/31 27/31 24/24 24/24 11/48 2/48

05 18/22 17/18 11/18 11/23 6/23

Total 74/139 115/139 95/100 97/100 34/144 8/144

Table 3,3; Results of the testing of the MCCS with the signals from the IMU and spirometer. The 
results are in the form of x/y, where y denotes the total number of the QB, C or SP activities 
with all the acceptable data sets with each subject. In the columns of QB and C, x denotes 
the numbers of the QB or C patterns when the system generates the stimulation signal 
correctly. In the SP columns, x is the number of the breathing cycles where the system 
incorrectly generates stimulation signals either for QB or C patterns.

of the inspiratory signal. The breathing cycles which have higher derivatives of inspiratory signal are 

considered to be speaking or coughing pattern. This threshold is set to either -0.5, -1.0 or -1.5.

3.4.2 Testing R esu lts

The results of the testing with the MCCS with both the IMU and spirometer signals are shown in 

Table 3.3.

The results are in the form of x/y, where y denotes the total number of the QB, C or SP activities 

with all the acceptable data sets with each subject. In the columns of QB and C, x denotes the numbers 

of the QB or C patterns when the system generates the stimulation signal correctly. In the SP columns, 

X is the number of the breathing cycles where the system incorrectly generates stimulation signals 

either for QB or C patterns.

The system results with the QB and SP patterns with the spirometer signals are better than those 

with the IMU signals, while the results with the C pattern with subject 05 show the opposite.

Quiet Breathing The detected QB pattern niunbers with the spirometer signal are larger than those 

with the IMU signal. More than half of the total number of the QB patterns are correctly detected 

with the data sets with the IMU signals with subject 02 and 03. In the spirometer column, the results 

show that most of the QB patterns are detected.

Cough Most of the C pattern with both signals from the IMU and spirometer are detected correctly. 

There are 5 out of 100 C patterns missed with the IMU signal and 3 out of 100 with the spirometer 

signal.
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Speaking Only 8 out of 144 S4 patterns with the spirometer signal are mis-detected as either QB 

or C, while 34 out of 144 with the IMU signal are mis-detected.

3.5 Discussion

3.5.1 Improvement of the Detection of SP patterns

The sample test showed that by adjusting proper tlnesholds for the MCCS, the accuracy of the de

tection of SP patterns can be increased. At the same time, the accuracy to detect QB and C patterns 

is remained. The decision flowchart can be differently functioned by adjusting the thresholds alone. 

For example, setting the threshold for the cross-correlation sub-system 0 can eliminate the function 

of this sub-system in the decision flowchart. The decision flowchart can also be adjusted by changing 

the priorities of the sub-systems in the tree stmcture.

3.5.2 MCCS Results with QB, C and SP patterns with the IMU and Spirometer Signals

The IMU results with the QB and SP patterns are not as good as the results with the spirometer signal. 

This can be caused by the inaccurate signals recorded by the IMU device, due to loose attachment. 

This explanation can be verified by the fact that the results with the IMU signal during the C activities 

are as good as the result with the spirometer signal. As discussed in the previous section, C signals are 

more likely to be recorded accurately by the IMU device because this activity allows strong movement 

of the abdomen, avoiding errors caused by the loose attachment of the IMU at the abdomen.

On the other hand, most of the results with the spirometer signals show that the MCCS is able to 

distinguish QB, C and SP patterns. At the begimiing of each detected QB or C activities, the system 

generates the stimulation trigger accordingly.

The results with data sets ii-2 with subject 01 are shown in Figure 3.17. This is a typical result 

during the tests. It shows that some of the QB patterns of the IMU signal are not detected as they are 

recorded inaccurately. On the other hand, the IMU signal during the C activity is recorded accurately. 

Hence, they are more likely to be detected. The result with the IMU signal also shows four false QB 

detections during the SP patterns.

3.5.3 Result with DB and SC patterns with the Signals from the Sensor Experiment

As shown in Figure 3.17, SC and DB patterns are not detected correctly. Most of the DB patterns, 

with both signals, are detected as cough. Neither the QB nor C pattern during the SC activities are 

detected correctly.

DB The signals during the DB pattern with this subject is similar to the C pattern. While the DB pat

tern shares most of the distinctive characteristics of the C pattern, such as high inspiratory magnitude 

and its derivative, the MCCS tends to detect DB as C pattern.
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(a) The results with the IMU signal.
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Figure 3.17: The results with data set ii-2 with subject 01. Note that the C activities are from 140a to 
170a and the DB activities are from 190a to the end. In the bottom figures, the magnitude 
of the trigger signal for QB patterns is set to 1.2 and that for C patterns is set to 1 to 
distinguish them. The stimulation trigger in the upper figures show either the trigger 
signal for the QB or C pattern, along with the breathing signal.

SC With the threshold of the derivative of the inspiratory flow, it is found that the threshold crossing 

happens during the expiratory phase of the C pattern, not the inspiratory phase. This causes that the 

QB pattern after a C pattern be recognised as SP pattern. Meanwhile, the C pattern is not detected as
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the threshold of the derivative of the inspiratory signal is not passed.

These two breathing activities can represent the activities during the daily life. Solving these prob

lems are therefore part of further work that is needed to improve the MCCS.

3.6 Conclusion

The MCCS is an enhancement to the BCS. Using more signal characteristics can improve the de

tection of QB, C and SP patterns. A sample test shows that by adjusting proper thresholds for the 

sub-systems which analyse different characteristics of the breathing signal, the MCCS increases the 

accuracy of detecting SP patterns dramatically, while retaining accuracy for detection of QB and C, 

By using different combinations of the sub-system results (using different thresholds or changing the 

tree structure), detections can be improved.

Tests are also carried out with acceptable data sets from both the IMU and spirometer device using 

the MCCS. The results show that the MCCS detects more accurately with the spkometer signals than 

the IMU signals. With the spirometer signals, the MCCS shows a good detection of the QB, C and SP 

patterns. The system needs to be improved for SC, DB and other breathing activities that can occur 

during daily life.
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4 Implementation of the Automatic Control 

System Using a Graphical User Interface

The previous two chapters discussed two parts of the control system for FESAM: the acquisition of 

the breathing signal (Chapter 2) and the analysis of it (Chapter 3). In Section 4.2 of this chapter, 

the stimulator which receives the results of the multi-characteristic control system and generates the 

electrical stimulation accordingly is introduced.

These three parts of the control system are developed in the Simulink environment. The control 

and configuration of them need relevant knowledge of the software. In addition, the parameters which 

need to be configured are embedded in the Simulink blocks within the three parts of the system. 

Therefore, an interface is needed to configure the parameters of the entire system.

A graphical user interface (GUI) is created to integrate the three parts of the control system. 

Through the panels of this interface, the parameters of the three parts of the system can all be con

figured graphically. A graphical viewer on the interface panel can also show the acquired breathing 

signal and the corresponding stimulation in real-time.

The interface of the automatic control system is designed in such a way that every parameter that 

is related to the stimulation can be accessed on the panel.

When the GUI is initiated, the Simulink models of the whole system are hidden, and only panels of 

the GUI are visible. People who use this interface don’t need to have detailed knowledge of MATLAB 

or Simulink. For example, medical staff can get access to the control of the system easily through the 

GUI.

This chapter firstly introduces the structure of the entire automatic control system. The relation

ships between the three parts of the system and the GUI are also discussed. Then the stimulator part 

of the system and the GUI are introduced,

4.1 Structure of the Automatic Control System for FESAM

As shown in Figure 4,1, the automatic control system consists of three sub-systems. The first sub

system acquires the breathing signal. As discussed in Chapter 2, the breathing signal can be acquired 

by eitlier the IMU device or the spirometer in real-time. The system is designed in such a way that 

the breathing signal can also be loaded from acquired signal files for offline analysis. Adding this 

feature to the GUI is needed for testing and configuring the system. The analysis of the breathing 

signal loaded from acquired signal files is therefore not in real-time.
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Chapter 2 Chapter 3 Chapter 4
Acquisition o f the  

Breathing  
Signal

A nalysis o f the 
Breathing 

Signal

online
Stimulator

(M CCS)Loading Acquired  
Breathing Signal offline

Graphic U ser  Interface (GUI)

Chapter 4
-► Through GUI callback functions 
■+► Through S~Function block

Figure 4.1: Illustration showing the three sub-systems of the automatic control system for FESAM 
and a graphical user interface (GUI) which configures the system parameters and shows 
system results. The breathing signal B can be acquired by either the IMU or the spirometer 
in real-time (online), or be loaded from an acquired signal file (off-line). The interaction 
between the GUI and the sub-systems are implemented by the GUI callback functions and 
a S-function block, which are indicated by the arrows in the figure. Refer to the following 
sections for details.

The breathing signal B is analysed to determine the current breathing activities. The sub-system 

which analyses breathing signals is discussed in Chapter 3 as the multi-characteristic control system 

(MCCS). The characteristics of the breathing signal are analysed through a flowchart structure. The 

output of the analysis is a binary trigger signal (Tr) which indicates when stimulation is allowed. This 

trigger signal is the logical disjunction of the results of the decision flowchart g^(/c) and Cs(/c), i.e. 

Tr — Qaik) V CB{k). The trigger signal Tr has a certain length as described in Section 3.1.1.

The stimulator delivers electrical stimulation to the abdominal muscles when the trigger signal 

T r=  I. Pulse width and the start of the stimulation are designed to be manually adjustable for safety 

reasons. The parameters of the stimulation are configured in the stimulator sub-system.

All the parameters of the automatic control system can be configured through a graphical user 

interface. This interface also controls the start of the acquisition and analysis. A graphical viewer is 

embedded in the main panel showing the acquired breathing signal along with electrical stimulation 

generated by the stimulator. The GUI controls the sub-system through the GUI callback functions 

from the Simulinlc, whilst the online results of the sub-systems are transfered to the GUI through a 

S-fimction block.

The first two sub-systems of the automatic control system are discussed in Chapter 2 and 3. The 

following section introduces the stimulator system.
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pw group
mode

Ts hasomed time

Figure 4.2: The electrical stimulation delivered by the stimulator at one channel. I  denotes the current.
pw  denotes the pulse width. Ts-hasomed denotes the interval between each pulse. The 
pulses with dash dot lines indicate the grouped pulses when the mode of the stimulator at 
this chamiel is set as group mode.

4.2 The Stimulator System

The stimulator delivers electrical stimulation to the abdominal muscles. Multiple channels are used 

for the FESAM. For each channel, three parameters are needed before the stimulation. They are the 

current, pulse width and mode for the stimulation.

As shown in Figure 4.2, the current /  and pulse width pw  relate to the strength of each pulse of 

the electrical stimulation. Increasing any of them will strengthen the simulation. The mode of the 

stimulation for each channel can be set as group pulse or single pulse. With the group mode, grouped 

pulses will be delivered. The interval of the grouped pulses needs to be set in this mode. The interval 

between each pulse in the single mode or each grouped pulses in the group mode also needs to be set 

before the stimulation. This interval is denoted as TsJiasomed.

The current and mode for each chamiel of the stimulation are set constant during stimulation. The 

pulse width of the stimulation is designed to be adjustable during the stimulation manually. In this 

way, the stimulation can be stopped or adjusted manually if accident happens. An extra manually 

controlled switch is also used to start the stimulation deliveiy for safety reasons. The stimulation is 

only delivered when this switch is on.

The manual control of the pulse width and the start of the stimulation can be realised either by GUI 

items on the GUI panel or a DAQ card with a throttle and button. In this thesis the latter is used.

The following hardware section discusses the setup of the stimulator and the DAQ card. The soft

ware section later discusses the setup of the configurations of the stimulator system in the Simulinlc 

environment.

4.2.1 Hardware

The connection of the PC, stimulator and the DAQ card of the stimulator system is illustrated in 

Figure 4.3. The stimulator and the DAQ card are comiected to the PC via USB.

The stimulator (RehaStim, HASOMED GmbH, Germany, shown in Figure 4.4) for the electrical
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USB

5V
USB

Stimulator

DAQ
USB-6009

PC

Figure 4,3: The connection of the PC, stimulator and the DAQ card of the stimulator system. The 
analog input (AI) of the DAQ is realised by a throttle device, whilst the digital input (DI) 
is realised by a button. The default position of button is shown in the figure (DI=0).

Figure 4.4: The front and rear view of the stimulator (RehaStim, HASOMED GmbH, Germany). 
Adapted from http: / / www.reh astim .d e/.

stimulation has 8 isolated stimulation channels. The electrical current of each channel can be set 

between 0 and 126mA. Pulse width of the current can be set from 20 to 500/i.y. The frequency range 

of the stimulator is from 1 to \40Hz.

A DAQ card (DAQ USB-6(X)9, National Instruments, Texas, USA) is used to control the start and 

the pulse width of the stimulation. The DAQ card has an analog and digital input, and is connected 

to a PC via USB port, as shown Figure 4.3. The analog input is realised by a throttle, and the digital 

input is realised by a button. The default position of the button is shown in the figure. In this position, 
the digital input is 0 (DI=0).

4.2.2 Software

The stimulator and DAQ card are implemented by a stimulator system realised in the Simulink envi
ronment, as illustrated in Figure 4.5.

In this stimulator system, the current for four channels (/1- /4) and the pulse mode are held constant
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Single
Pulse

DAQ

DAQ

Switch

Current

Pulse width

Mode
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Interface

Figure 4.5: Illustration showing the stimulation system which implements the DAQ control and the 
stimulator interface. The pulse width input for the simulator is the product of three val
ues. The DAQ DI only allows stimulation when the button is pressed. The DAQ AI is 
controlled by a throttle, and can be changed manually. The switch block chooses the trig
ger source. When the switch chooses constant 1, the stimulation is completely triggered 
manually. The current inputs ( I i , l 2 , b ,  U) aie configured by the GUI.

during stimulation. The pulse width of the stimulation is a product of three values shown in the figure. 

As the default DAQ DI value is 0, the stimulation is only triggered when the button is pressed, i.e. 

DI=1. The switch value is controlled by the GUI either to be the MCCS result Tr or constant 1. 

When the switch chooses constant 1, the stimulation is completely controlled manually: the electrical 

stimulation will be generated with the pulse width set by the throttle (DAQ AI) when the DI button 

is pressed. If  the switch chooses signal Tr as the trigger source, the stimulation is generated when 

Tr — 1 with the pulse width of the value of DAQ AI.

The “Stimulator Interface” block is a Simulink mask. Its Simulinlc interface and parameters are 

shown in Figure 4.6. The first four parameters (Sample Time, Serial Port, Channels, Main Time) need 

to be configured before stimulation. Sample time is only for the interface block, not necessarily for 

the stimulation. The serial port is the port number to which the stimulator is connected to PC. As the 

stimulation for the control system requires 4 channels, the parameter of channels are set accordingly. 

The currents of these 4 chamiels are denoted as I \ , b ,  b  and b  in Figure 4.5. The main time parameter 

is the sample time of the stimulation (stimulator), which is the parameter TsJiasomed  shown in 

Figure 4.2. Note that TsJiasomed is in second, therefore it is multiplied by 1000 to be in millisecond. 

The parameter “Group Time” is needed in the “Group Pulse” mode. The last two parameters can 

change the frequency of desired chamiel. They are not used in this control system.

As introduced in the beginning of this chapter, the parameters of tlie stimulator sub-system can be 

configured visually by a GUI. With this GUI, the mask parameters of the “Stimulator Interface” block 

can be configured without opening the mask parameter interface as shown in Figure 4.6. The GUI can 

also directly set the current for each channel (/i-A ) and realise tlie switch which allows the MCCS 

result Tr to be the trigger source.
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Figure 4.6: The Simulink interface of the stimulator. This interface is a mask structure in Simulink.
The mask parameter is shown in the panel on the left. Sample time, Serial Port, Channels 
and main time are the main parameters that need to be configured. Only 4 channels are 
used in this system. The sample time and main time parameters Ts and Ts^hasomed are 
both controlled by the GUI of the system.

4.3 The Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the Automatic Control System

The graphical user interface (GUI) of the system controls the stimulation and all the parameters of the 

system. The main panel of the GUI shows the result of the breathing signal along with the stimulation. 

Its configuration panel can be activated by a button in the main panel. In the configuration panel, all 

the system parameters can be configured. The breathing signal can be set to be acquired in real-time 

(online) or loaded from a local file (offline). At this stage, the spirometer device is implemented to be 

the source of the breathing signal in real-time.
The GUI has been designed using the Matlab GUI layout editor GUIDE. A GUI consists of two 

files: one is a f ig  file which has the graphical information of the panel; the other one is a w file which 

controls every callback of the graphical components on the panel.

4.3.1 The Main Panel of the GUI

The main panel of the graphical user interface (GUI) of the system is shown in Figure 4.7.

The popup menu on the top left can change the source of the breathing signal. When the popup 

menu is set to load the acquired breathing signal from a local file, the “Load” button below it will
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Figure 4.7; The main panel of the GUI of the automatic control system.

be activated. If the data is selected to be acquired in real-time, the GUI will activate the acquisition 

sub-system of the spirometer or IMU.

All the system parameters can be set by pressing the “Load” button on the top right in the “Config
uration File” sub-panel. The configuration panel of the GUI will be activated. This panel is discussed 

in the next section.

The throttle values (DAQ AI) are shown in the bottom left part of the main panel. The DI button 

status is indicated by the “DI BUTTON”. When the button is pressed, the background of the button 

changes from red to green. The slider on top of the DI BUTTON shows the present value of the pulse 

width which is set by the throttle manually. The maximum value of the pulse width can be adjusted 

in the configuration panel.

The “Start” and “Stop” button in the middle of the panel starts or stops the automatic control 

system. When the system is started, the breathing signal will be displayed on the viewer in real

time. The text boxes “Time” and “B value” in the bottom right indicate the values of the stimulation 

time and the breathing signal value. As shown in Figure 4.8, the breathing signal segments where 

QB stimulation is delivered are displayed with red lines, while the segments where C stimulation 

is delivered are displayed with black lines. The font colors of the trigger indicator in the “Trigger” 

sub-panel in the bottom right also change when stimulation is generated.
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Figure 4.8: The graphical viewer after an offline simulation using a local breathing signal file. The 
breathing phases which are triggered for QB patterns are drawn in red, and the phases 
which are triggered for cough pattern are drawn in black. The “Trigger” sub-panel in 
the bottom right also indicates the stimulation trigger by changing the corresponding font 
color in real-time.

4.3.2 The Configuration Panel of the GUI

The configuration panel of the GUI is shown in Figure 4.9. During the system testing in Chapter 3, 

it was found that the system parameters for individual subject can be hold constant, while parameters 

need to be re-configured for different subjects. The configuration panel is therefore designed to be 

able to save all the parameters to a local mat file. By this feature, different sets of parameters can be 

specifically saved and loaded for different subjects. The left column of the panel shows the interface 

dealing with the configuration files. The files can be loaded in the “file list” window. After the 

loading, pressing the “SET” button changes all the present parameters of the system to the values 

from the configuration file. The SET button is added to allow adjustment to the parameters loaded 

from configuration files. For example, after a configuration file is loaded, the parameters can still be 

adjusted by the sliders. The real parameters in the Simulink model are only changed when the SET 

button is pressed.
The middle column of the panel controls the six thresholds for the MCCS. The details of the MCCS 

are discussed in Chapter 3. The parameters can be adjusted either by dragging the slider or typing 

specific values in the text boxes.
The settings for the stimulator are listed in the right column of the panel. The electrical current 

of the four channels can be adjusted individually either by dragging the sliders or typing values in 

the text boxes. The values in the “Pulsewidth Weights” are gains for the pulse widths of the four 

channels. The “Maximum Pulsewidth” text box configures the maximum pulse width that the throttle 

can achieve. This value corresponds to the maximum value of the slider in the main panel. The two
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Figure 4.9: The configuration panel of the GUI.

popup menus below set the sample frequencies of the model and the stimulator. The “plot interval” 

sets the drawing intervals of the graphical viewer in the main panel. This is discussed in detail in 

Section 4.4. The bottom right button “Trigger Manually” is the switch illustrated in Figure 4.5 which 

allows the stimulation to be generated according to the system result Tr or manually.

4.4 Integration of the GUI with the MCCS Simulink System

The display window on the main panel of the GUI (shown in Figure 4.8) shows the system results 

in real-time. The Simulink scope is able to show the result in real-time in the system model, but it 

is not possible to be embedded it in the panel. The idea of designing the GUI is to hide the whole 

Simulink model of the system, while using only the GUI panels to control and configure the whole 

system. Therefore, a real-time viewer (scope) is embedded in the main panel of the GUI. This scope 

is updated in real-time by a Simulink S-function block. This S-function block also reads parameters 

from the stimulator system and the breathing signal in real-time, as shown in Figure 4 .1.

An S-function is a computer language description of a Simulink block [82]. S-function allows 

customised functions in a Simulink model. In this study, an S-function is added in the system model 

which reads the system results and updates the scope in real-time. The flowchart of this S-function is 
shown in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10: Flowchart showing the work flow of S-function block which updates the scope on the 
main panel of the GUI in real-time, p  is a pointer, interval is the parameter which 
allows the S-function to update the scope in every interval x  Ts seconds. As shown in 
Figure 4.9, the interval is set 30, so that the scope is updated every 0.6^. The S-function 
block reads six system results every Ts seconds, which can be adjusted by programing 
the S-function. The system results are the breathing signal {B), trigger signals for QB 
and C {Qb and Cg), present time (t), the throttle value (DAQ AI) which controls the pulse 
width of the stimulation and the button status (DAQ DI) which allows stimulation. They 
are all represented in the main panel of the GUI.

The S-function block is inserted in the MCCS system model. When the model starts, the S-function 

block reads tlie necessary system results every Ts seconds in real-time. This time interval Ts can be 

customised in the S-function script. The indicators of the pulse width (DAQ AI), the DI button (DAQ 

DI), the trigger signals for QB and Cough, and the time and B values on the main panel of the GUI 

are updated by the S-function. It is found that the system tends to run slowly when the indicators and 

the scope are updated every Ts seconds, as Ts is set as 0.02s. A plot interval parameter is therefore 

added, as shown in the bottom right o f Figure 4.9. By comparing the pointer p and the interval value, 

the scope and indicators are only updated eveiy interval x Ts seconds.
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4.5 Conclusion and Further Work

The acquisition of the breathing signal (discussed in Chapter 2) and the control of the MCCS (dis

cussed in Chapter 3) are implemented using a GUI with two panels.

Through the configuration panel of the GUI, the parameters of the acquisition, the MCCS and the 

stimulator can be set graphically. All the parameters can also be saved and loaded separately. The 

GUI can switch the modes between triggering the stimulation manually or according to the breathing 

activities detected by the MCCS.

The system results of the breathing signal, trigger signals for QB and C, pulse width and the status 

of the DI button are displayed on the main panel of the GUI in real-time.

The GUI is designed in such a way that all the controls and settings of the whole system can be 

accessed graphically through the two panels. This allows non-technical people (e.g. medical staff) to 

use the system. However the system needs the presence of MATLAB and Simulink. Further work is 

needed to transfer the GUI and the Simulink model into one independent system. Potential utilities 

to realise this include the Real-Time Workshop by the Math Works, and the Lab VIEW Simulation 

Interface Toolkit (National Instruments, Texas, USA).
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5 Discussion

This thesis discussed the experiments (Chapter 2) which use an IMU sensor to detect abdominal 

movement to represent breathing signals. The experiments are based on the fact that the movement of 

the abdomen can represent different breathing activities. Previous studies used spirometer to measure 

the air flow at the mouth to represent breathing signals. Further discussion on the air flow at the mouth 

and the movement of the abdomen is presented in Section 5.1.

Breathing signals acquired by the sensor (either spirometer or IMU) are analysed by a control sys

tem which detects the breathing activities (quiet breathing, cough or speaking and others). This basic 

control system is enhanced in this thesis (Chapter 3). A multi-characteristic control system (MCCS) 

is developed to analyse multi-characteristics of the breathing signal. By using additional character

istics of the breathing signal, the accuracy of detecting certain breathing activities can be increased, 

while the accuracy of detecting other activities remained. There are some potential modifications to 

the MCCS which can further enhance the detection. They are discussed in Section 5.2,

In Chapter 4, a graphical user interface (GUI) which integrates the sensor, control and stimulator 

systems is discussed. The possibilities of making this GUI a stand-alone software is discussed in 

Section 5.3 in this chapter.

5.1 Further Physiological Discussion on the Movement of the Abdomen

A prerequisite for using an IMU device to detect breathing activities is that the abdominal movement 

synchronises the respiratory phase. The air flow at the mouth is conventionally used to represent 

the respiratory status. In this study, a spirometer is used to record the air flow at the mouth. The 

breathing phases whose flow value are negative are considered as inspiration, and the positive flow 

value represents expiratory phases. The zero-crossing points of the spirometer signal are considered 

as the onsets of inspiratory and expiratory phases. The IMU device recorded the abdominal movement 

(AM). Similarly, the outwards AM (negative IMU signal) is considered to represent inspiratoiy phase, 

whilst the inwards abdominal movement indicates expiratory phase. In order to evaluate the ability of 

the AM to represent breathing activities, experiments with both the IMU and spirometer devices are 

conducted (Chapter 2). The phase-shift between the signals recorded by the IMU and the spirometer 

is evaluated.

It is found that although the phase-shift between the onsets of inspiration and expiration represented 

by the IMU and spirometer signal can be limited to within [-0.5 0.5].?, the timing of the onsets varies
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depending on the breathing situation. This result can be explained by the causality of the air flow and 

the AM, as shown in Figure 2.36 on page 56. For neurologically intact people, the inspiration starts 

by the contraction o f the diaphragm. The air flow and the AM are both results of the contraction. The 

expiratory phases of non-forced breathing starts by the recoil of the diaphragm. This recoil results 

in the air flow at the mouth and AM at the same time. The forced expiratory phases (such as cough 

and deep breathing), on the other hand, is driven by the contraction of the abdominal muscles. This 

contraction directly results in the AM, while the AIR is the result of the upwards movement of the 

diaphragm forced by the contraction of the abdominal muscles. In this case, the onsets of respiratory 

phases represented by the IMU signal precedes those represented by the spirometer signal.

As discussed in Section 2.3.3 on page 45, the analysis of the onsets of respiratory phases repre

sented by both sensors corresponds to the causalities discussed in the previous paragraph. Most of the 

phase-shifts of the breathing onsets represented by the air flow and AM during the expiratory phase 

of coughing patterns are negative (Figure 2.26 on page 45). This indicates that the AM precedes the 

air flow during the expiratory phases of cough.

It is also found that there is no clear causal relationship between the AM and air flow represented 

by the phase-shift result during the expiratory phases of deep breathing. To investigate this, the habit 

of the usage of expiratory muscles should be noted. The word habit here refers to the frequency 

and timing of using different expiratory muscles with different people. It was observed during the 

recording that some subjects tend to move their chest wall during deep breathing. It is possible that 

these people tend to heavily use their intercostal muscles to facilitate the forced expiration. In this 

case, the air flow can be a direet result of the contraction of the intercostal muscles. The phase-shifts 

of the onsets represented by the two sensors therefore show no clear causal relationship.

The way different people use the abdominal muscles with different people can also be different. J. 

G. Martin and A. De Troyer have done an experiment to evaluate the role of the abdominal muscles in 

the adjustment to inspiratory mechanical loadings [83]. They tested 8 neurologically intact subjects, 

while seated and supine, during different loading breathings. The seated results show that two subjects 

used their abdominal muscles during the quiet breathing, while all others let the passive recoil of the 

lung dominate their quiet breathing. During mechanical loading breathing, the seated result shows 

different abdominal muscle recmitment. The rectus abdominis and external oblique abdominis were 

recruited separately or together. Also there are some cases where neither muscles was recruited. 

They found that one subject showed inward movement of the abdominal wall during inspiration. In 

addition, abdominal muscles can be trained to be used during quiet breathing as well. The relationship 

between the air flow and AM can therefore be complicated under these circumstances.

No matter how complicated the causality between the AM and air flow is, one advantage of using 

the AM to represent the expiratory onset of coughing over using the air flow is that the electrical 

stimulation is best applied before the movement of the abdomen. That is the stimulation trigger- 

represented by the AM works better. Because in order to gain the necessary intra-abdomen pressure 

for cough, a short breatli holding tends to appear at the beginning of the expiratory phase. While the
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air flow can not represent this onset point as there is usually still a small amount of air sucked into the 

airway, the AM can represent this onset accurately. The electrical stimulation triggered by the AM 

detection can therefore be more effective and efficient.

5.2 Potential Modifications to the Multi-characteristic Control System 

(MCCS)

The main improvement of the MCCS over the basic control algorithm is the use of more characteris

tics of the breathing signal. At this stage, the MCCS can analyse six characteristics of tlie breathing 

signal. The added characteristics are some distinguishable characteristics of certain breathing pat

terns, such as the expiratory peaks which are distinctively high during speaking patterns.

As shown in Figure 3.14 on page 79, the MCCS has separate characteristic analysing sub-systems 

and a decision flowchart sub-system. The advantage of this stmcture is that the detection algorithm 

for different breathing patterns can be easily modified by changing the flowchart structure. When 

one characteristic of the breathing signal with an individual has distinctive ability to detect certain 

breathing patterns, this sub-system output can be given a higher priority in the flowchart. Similarly, 

any sub-system result can be ignored by deleting it in the flowchart when this characteristic is not 

distinctive with the individual.

By revising the structure of the flowchart, the MCCS can be changed back to the basic control algo

rithm. The MCCS can therefore be seen as an enhancement to the original system. With the stmcture 

of separate sub-systems and flowchart, the MCCS has potentials to be upgraded with analyses of more 

characteristics of the breathing signal. Moreover, the structure of the flowchart has the potential to be 

more accurate to detect different breathing patterns using more sophisticated algorithms.

5.3 Integration of the Sensor System, MCCS and Stimulator with the 

Graphic User Interface (GUI)

The stmcture of the MCCS is also designed to be conveniently connected with the graphical user 

interface (GUI) which implements the sensor system, MCCS and the stimulator. The aim of designing 

the GUI is to create a user friendly control panel with which all the parameters regarding the whole 

automatic control system can be configured. All the potential control of the whole system can be 

accessed via the panels of the GUI. In addition, the system results (the acquired breathing signal 

along with the generated stimulation) can be displayed on the GUI panel.

The ideal GUI for the automatic control system is a stand-alone software system which doesn’t rely 

on the presence of MATLAB or Simulink. With the stand-alone software system, the application of 

the FESAM system can be more accessible by non-technical people. The requirement for the PCs and 

the expensive software can also be eliminated. Also with fewer unnecessary component of MATLAB 

and Simulink miming, the control system should be miming more stable and faster.
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5  D i s c u s s i o n

Potential tools for creating such a stand-alone software system are the Real-Time Workshop (The 

Math Works, US) and the LabVIEW Simulation Interface Toolkit (LSIT), National Instmments, Texas, 

US.

The Real-Time Workshop generates and executes stand-alone C code for Simulink models. It could 

be complicated to generate C code of the MCCS as the Simulink model contains customised blocks 

for the sensor and the stimulator. There is also an S-function written in MATLAB m code in order to 

update the displays on the GUI main panel. Another issue of using the Real-Time Workshop is the 

integration of the GUI panel.

On the other hand, the LSIT seems to be more convenient for creating the GUI and transforming 

the model. The LSIT is designed to link between LabVIEW and the Simulinlc model directly -  no 

programing code transfer is required. The GUI control for the Simulinlc model can be designed by 

the powerful LabVIEW user interface. However, the potential of generating the system without the 

presence of LSIT is not known.
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This thesis has discussed the three sub-systems of the automatic control system for functional elec

trical stimulation of abdominal muscles (FESAM): the sensor system, the multi-characteristic control 

system (MCCS) and the stimulator system.

The experiments for the sensor system mainly investigated the possibility of using an IMU sensor 

to detect breathing activities for the control system. The sensor for this application is required to 

be able to accurately represent the breathing activities in real-time. In previous studies, spirometer 

deviees were used. Spirometer devices typically require a face mask. This can be uncomfortable for 

people who use this system for a long time. The usage of a face mask also restricts the daily life of 

patients.

During the experiment, the IMU device is attached to the abdomen. Consequently, the abdominal 

movement recorded by the IMU sensor is used to represent the breathing activity. In order to evaluate 

the ability of the IMU sensor to represent breathing activities, a spirometer device is also used during 

the experiment. Signals from both sensors are recorded at the same time in a Simulinlc model. The 

recorded signals from both sensor are first processed before evaluation. By normalising the signals, 

the average amplitudes of the signals during quiet breathing is in the range [-1 1]. Using the nor

malised signals from both sensor, their respiratory onsets and amplitudes are analysed. The results 

show that although the eausal relationship between the signals from the IMU and the spirometer is 

indistinct, the phase-shift of the onsets represented by the two signals can be limited to the range 

[-0.5 0.5]?. The ability of the IMU to detect different breathing activities is confirmed by analysing 

the amplitudes of the IMU signals during different breathing activities.

The breathing signal recorded by the sensor is analysed by a control algorithm which detects the 

present breathing activity. The basic control algorithm analyses the breathing signal and its derivative 

during inspiration to detect cough and uses a cross-correlation algorithm to detect quiet breathing. 

Based on this basic control algorithm, a multi-characteristic control system (MCCS) is developed to 

analyse multiple characteristics of the breathing signal. The MCCS has separated sub-systems which 

analyse signal characteristics and a decision flowchart to detect the current breathing activity. The 

detection algorithm can be adjusted by changing the structure of the flowchart. Different characteris

tics of the breathing signal can be set with different priority for detecting certain breathing patterns. 

By ignoring certain characteristic analysis, the MCCS can be reversed to the basic control algorithm. 

The MCCS is therefore an enliancement of the basic control algorithm.

The output of MCCS for the present breathing activity can be a trigger source for the stimulator
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which delivers the electrical stimulation. To make the stimulation safer, the stimulator system is 

designed in such a way that the pulse length of the electrical stimulation and the start of stimulation 

are controlled manually by a throttle and button.

The sensor system, MCCS and the stimulator system are integrated by a graphical user interface 

(GUI). The interface is designed in such a way that all the parameters regarding the automatic control 

system can be configured visually. The results of the acquisition of the breathing signal and the 

stimulation delivered by the stimulator can also be displayed by the embedded graphical viewer on 

the main panel of the GUI. By using this GUI, no further laiowledge of MATLAB and Simulink are 

required. The configuration of each parameter of the system can be easier and clearer. In addition, 

certain set of parameters can be saved into a local file, and be loaded when needed.

During the analysis of the experiment results with the IMU device, it is found that the attachment 

of the IMU at the abdomen is essential for the data recording. This is because that the IMU sensor 

is sensitive. The movement of the body can also be recorded by the IMU sensor. Detecting only the 

relative movement of the abdomen against the body by the IMU device is therefore a further work. 

Potential solution to this issue is to use two IMU devices. One device detects the absolute abdom

inal movement, whilst the other one detects the absolute body movement. The relative abdominal 

movement can therefore be obtained by subtraction of these two movement.

Future development of the MCCS includes selecting of signal characteristics and creating a more 

sophisticated decision flowchart. The aim of the future development is to improve the accuracy of 

the system to detect different breathing activities. By analysing more distinctive characteristics of 

the breathing signal, different breathing patterns are expected to be more distinguishable. On the 

other hand, the flowchart which uses the results of the analyses of the characteristics can be more 

sophisticated. At this stage, the flowchart uses a tree structure. A probability reference algorithm 

can be added to the flowchart algorithm. A probability table of all the sub-system results of the 

characteristics during certain breathing activities can be obtained by analysing the breathing signals 

during the same breathing activities. For example, the probability that the sub-system result of the 

FFT area is 1 during coughing activities is expected to be high. Before the flowchart reaches a final 

decision, the current sub-system results need to be compared witli the reference table. The decision is 

confirmed only if a certain similarity of the current sub-system results with the reference is reached.

The GUI of the whole system is expected to be more intelligent in the future. At this stage, the GUI 

can not revise the structure of the decision flowchart in the MCCS. It can only change the thresholds 

for the characteristic sub-systems. More features on revising the flowchart structure with easy control 

are expected. For example, a check box can be added to each of the threshold. When the check box 

is checked, the sub-system result will not be analysed by the flowehart.

The experiments with the IMU sensor show that the IMU device is sensitive to the body movement. 

Therefore, using only one IMU sensor for the FESAM on daily base is impossible. The attachment 

of the IMU at the abdomen needs to be tight. The results from the tests using the automatic control 

system with both IMU and spirometer signals also show that the IMU signal less easy for the system
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6 Conclusion and Fuither Work

to detect breathing activities. However, the experiments show the potential of using an IMU sensor 

for the FESAM. By using additional IMU sensors, it is possible to remove the problem with the body 

movement. By further enliancing the MCCS and the GUI, the automatic control system for FESAM 

can be more accessible and applicable with the IMU sensor for daily life and outside a laboratoiy 

enviromuent.
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A Original Data from the Experiments with IMU

All of the original and filtered signals from both the spirometer and IMU with 5 subjects are shown 

in this appendix. The signals from IMU and spirometer are filtered by a high pass and low pass filter 

respectively. Refer to Chapter 2 for the filter information. Note that there are some spirometer signals 

missing in the figures. That is because the spirometer turned itself off during the experiment. Note 

that the original IMU signals in the figures have offsets which are indicated in the legend. The offsets 

is added manually to make the original signals close to the filtered ones.

By observing the figures shown below, individual variation exists in the experiments with 5 sub

jects. This variation mainly occurs with the IMU signal, while the spirometer signal can correctly 

represent breathing activities with all the subjects.

The IMU signals with subject 01, 04 and 05 show some large distortions during different breathing 

activities, while the signals with 02 and 03 coincides with the spirometer signals.

The distorted signal recordings from subject 01, 04 and 05 are thought to be contributed to the 

attachment of the IMU device to the abdoiuen. Fuither details are discussed in Chapter 2.

A.1 Subject 01
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Figure A.l: Original and filtered signal of part i of the experiment with subject 01,
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Figure A.2: Original and filtered signal of part ii-1 of the experiment with subject 01.
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Figure A.3: Original and filtered signal of part ii-2 of the experiment with subject 01.
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Figure A.4: Original and filtered signal of part ii-3 of the experiment with subject 01.
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Figure A.5: Original and filtered signal of part iii of the experiment with subject 01.
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A.2 Subject 02
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Figure A.6: Original and filtered signal of part i of the experiment with subject 02.
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Figure A.7: Original and filtered signal of part ii-1 of the experiment with subject 02.
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Figure A.8: Original and filtered signal of part ii-2 of the experiment with subject 02.
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Figure A.9: Original and filtered signal of part ii-3 of the experiment with subject 02.
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Figure A. 10: Original and filtered signal of part iii of the experiment with subject 02.
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A.3 Subject 03
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Figure A.l 1: Original and filtered signal of part i of the experiment with subject 03.
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Figure A. 12; Original and filtered signal of part ii-1 of the experiment with subject 03.
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Figure A. 13: Original and filtered signal of part ii-2 of the experiment with subject 03.
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Figure A. 14: Original and filtered signal of part ii-3 of the experiment with subject 03.
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Figure A. 15: Original and filtered signal of part iii of the experiment with subject 03.
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A.4 Subject 04
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Figure A. 16: Original and filtered signal of part i of the experiment with subject 04.
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Figure A. 17: Original and filtered signal of part ii-1 of the experiment with subject 04.
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Figure A. 18: Original and filtered signal of part ii-2 of the experiment with subject 04.
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Figure A. 19: Original and filtered signal of part ii-3 of the experiment with subject 04,
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Figure A.20: Original and filtered signal of part iii of the experiment with subject 04.
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A.5 Subject 05
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Figure A.21 : Original and filtered signal of part i of the experiment with subject 05.
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Figure A.22: Original and filtered signal of part ii-1 of the experiment with subject 05.
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Figure A.23: Original and filtered signal of part ii-2 of the experiment with subject 05.
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Figure A.24: Original and filtered signal of part ii-3 of the experiment with subject 05.
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Figure A.25: Original and filtered signal of part iii of the experiment with subject 05.
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B Abbreviations

Physiological Terras:

SCI

CNS

PNS

Respiratory Therapies:

MV

DP

FMS

FESAM

Breathing Signal Acquisition:

EMG

ENG

EEG

RIP

EGG

IMU

Breathing Patterns:

QB
c
DB

SP

SC

Data Processing and Analysing:

IQR

FESAM Control System:

BCS

MCCS

GUI

Spinal Cord Injury 

Central Nervous System 

Peripheral Nervous System

Mechanical Ventilation

Diaphragm Pacing

Functional Magnetic Stimulation

Functional Electrical Stimulation of Abdominal Muscles

Electromyography

Electroneurography

Electroencephalography

Respiratory Inductive Plethysmography

Electro glottography

Inertial Measurement Unit

Quiet Breathing 

Cough

Deep Breathing 

Speaking 

Single Cough

Interquartile Range

Basic Control System 

Multi-characteristic Control System 

Graphical User Interface
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